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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents a model for resolving a history of chronic sewer overflows into the

public streets, parks, and waters of the Pittsburgh region, while simultaneously restoring and revi-
talizing the region’s urban communities and watersheds. 

The key to doing so is to embed the healing process into the redevelopment process. The
idea is to solve problems of sewer overflows, stormwater runoff, and urban revitalization at the
source—in the urban areas where the rain falls and the people live—by absorbing a large part of

the cost into the incremental redevelopment of urban
areas.

This model uses physical measures that remove
stormwater from sewers and produces additional bene-
fits—beautification of neighborhoods, creation of public
recreational amenities, support of wildlife habitat, clean-
ing and cooling of urban air. These strategies can help
downsize or displace costly single-purpose infrastructure
such as larger pipes and expanded treatment plants.
Moreover, they can assist in compliance with state and
federal regulatory actions.

The model was developed by a panel of 60 local and
national designers, engineers, artists, planners, and policy

analysts, with participation from local citizens. They collaborated in a “charrette”—an intensive
design workshop—for three days in October 1998. The charrette focused on the 6.5 square mile
watershed of Nine Mile Run in central Allegheny County. Participants sought proposals that
would have immediate benefit. But they also looked decades into the future, using all appropri-
ate technically and financially feasible approaches to restore the watershed’s natural processes
and revitalize its communities.

The charrette’s results illustrate a “restorative redevelopment” approach to the sewers,
ecosystem, and communities, showing that retrofit and redevelopment projects that are techni-
cally and economically feasible can improve the value and livability of the city while effective-
ly restoring the watershed’s natural functions. 

TECHNIQUES OF RESTORATIVE REDEVELOPMENT
A variety of measures are available for removing stormwater from sewers and restoring

beneficial natural processes. These strategies include: 

• CAPTURING ROOF RUNOFF in tanks or cisterns for irrigation or indoor graywater use;

• DISCONNECTING PAVEMENT AND ROOF DRAINAGE from sewer lines and directing
it to adjacent vegetated soil or to infiltration basins;

• ENGINEERING INFILTRATION BASINS—“water gardens,” dry wells, and subsurface
recharge beds—to collect runoff and percolate it into the soil;

• PLANTING TREES to intercept a portion of rain water;

• REHABILITATING SOILS to increase infiltration rates and pollutant-neutralizing
microbial activity;

• RECONFIGURING DRIVEWAYS, PARKING LOTS, AND STREETS to turn more of a site
over to pervious, vegetated soil;

• USING POROUS PAVEMENTS—special varieties of asphalt, concrete, masonry, and
other materials with open pores that allow water to pass through;

• ROUTING RUNOFF THROUGH VEGETATED SURFACE CHANNELS—“swales”—to slow
its velocity, remove pollutants, and infiltrate it into the soil;

• RESTORING HISTORIC STREAMS by excavating culverts and creating naturalized
open channels.

FOUR SAMPLE DESIGNS
The charrette’s sample designs for four sites in the Nine Mile Run watershed reuse, restore,

and revitalize their sites by resolving existing site-specific issues, adapting techniques of con-
struction and stormwater management to Pittsburgh’s fine-textured soil, frequent frosts, steep
hillsides, and unstable geology. They infiltrate or detain the runoff from a “2-year, 24-hour” storm
on-site, within a construction budget of $2 per gallon of hydraulic capacity. These parameters are
consistent with standards and conventional project costs established in Allegheny County in
recent years.

Each design integrates several stormwater management strategies into the built environ-
ment of its site. And each exemplifies restorative redevelopment by integrating the physical
strategies into the social and economic life of the site and its neighborhood:

• The design for Hunter Park links watershed restoration with revitalization of a
previously neglected park and neighborhood, and celebrates the unique coal min-
ing legacy and cultural history there.

• Edgewood Crossroads integrates restorative stormwater management with a busy
street intersection and proposed transit node, where a historic train station,
storefront building, church, town hall, and other features form the civic heart of
the community. The design also addresses runoff contributed by uphill residential
areas.

• The Sterrett School design illustrates the educational use of a variety of working
watershed restoration measures, and integration of these measures with single-
family homes sharing the same city block. 

• The Regent Square Gateway design coordinates economic revitalization of an
underused commercial building with management of stormwater runoff from
upslope city streets, creation of functional and symbolic structures at the outfall
of the watershed’s largest culvert, and provisions for a proposed new entrance to
Frick Park.

PATTERNS OF RESTORATIVE REDEVELOPMENT
Although each of the four sample designs is site-specific, together they illustrate patterns

of restorative redevelopment that should be repeated in many places throughout the watershed
and the region. These patterns include:

• multi-functionality of components;

• full use of the available space;

• use of freely available natural processes;

• disconnection of storm drainage from sewers and reconnection with the soil and
vegetation;

• interdisciplinary cooperation;

• deliberate finding out of the full range of what is possible; and

• engagement between professionals, decision makers, and local citizens.

Future retrofit and development projects that follow these patterns can have both an
immediate effect on sewer overflows, and add incrementally to the watershed’s long-term, broad-
based ecosystem rehabilitation and urban revitalization.

HOW TO MAKE THESE THINGS HAPPEN
The charrette identified policy objectives and action plans to support restorative redevel-

opment. These include:

• ESTABLISH A PERMANENT COORDINATING BODY with the authority and financial
security to plan, maintain, and manage the watershed’s interrelated infrastruc-
ture, natural processes, and urban land uses. The organization must transcend
municipal boundaries. It unites the responsibilities of infrastructure management
and ecosystem protection. 

• MANAGE THE WATERSHED’S SEWER AND STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE for ef-
ficiency, reduced costs, and reinforcement of natural processes and community
vitality. Implementing “green infrastructure”—an approach that broadens the
conception of stormwater infrastructure to include the capacities of soil and veg-
etation to absorb water and filter pollutants—would focus limited community
resources on effective systems that produce multiple benefits.

• RESTORE THE WATERSHED’S HYDROLOGIC AND ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES in a
manner that utilizes and supports infrastructure rehabilitation and community
redevelopment. This includes rehabilitating urban runoff by reconnecting storm
drainage with the natural capacities of the watershed. It also includes restoring
natural stream, wetland, and forest habitats in critical areas.

• ENABLE, SUPPORT, AND REQUIRE ECONOMIC REVITALIZATION that reinforces in-
frastructure management and watershed restoration. Communities, agencies, and
developers can structure redevelopment programs and projects in ways that sup-
port sewer rehabilitation and restoration of beneficial natural processes.

The restorative redevelopment approach manages precipitation as close to where it falls as
is physically and economically feasible, using freely available natural processes to do the work of
stormwater storage and treatment. By embedding sewer and watershed restoration in commu-
nity revitalization, it reduces or eliminates problems that public works agencies would otherwise
struggle to solve in isolated efforts by downstream engineering.

Surcharged with stormwater, a manhole
structure on a sewer line in Frick Park
overflows, spilling contaminated water
into the park. Photograph by Mike Lichte,
Allegheny County Health Department.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

In Pittsburgh’s first “renaissance” the region emerged from the smoke of old industries. The
self-image and the economic revival of the city were staked to the cleanliness of the air.

Today the people of Pittsburgh, with their customary skills and work ethic, are building a
new economic foundation as productive and constructive as the old. In this time of change and
hope, the hills and the streams of Pittsburgh’s natural environment deserve to be part of the
region’s physical, spiritual, and economic rebirth. It is a challenge, but it is possible.

In the past, the region’s rivers and streams have failed to meet the “fishable and swimma-
ble” objectives set for them by federal standards. Pollution control agencies have recently taken
legal action against 82 communities and ALCOSAN (The Allegheny County Sanitary Authority).
ALCOSAN estimates costs to fix sewer overflows and rehabilitate collector systems at nearly $3
billion.*

Big public works projects—storage tanks, detention basins, pipelines, treatment plants—are
a feature of regional and local proposals to fix the problems. These single-purpose technical pro-
grams would burden future generations with operating and maintenance costs and the paying
off of hundreds of millions of dollars in construction bonds. Their large regional storage facili-
ties, treatment plants and high capacity pipelines may conflict with pre-established urban land
uses. They add nothing to the civic life of the community and provide no new habitat or other
ecosystem values. These facilities would only treat the downstream symptoms by increasing
capacity and throughput, and would generate substantial long-term treatment and maintenance
costs. The source of the problems, upstream in the watershed where the rain falls, would still be
generating the same amount of runoff and pollutants. There has to be a better way.

RESTORATIVE REDEVELOPMENT
This report presents a model for simultaneously restoring and revitalizing the urban water-

sheds of the Pittsburgh region. The technical key to doing so is to remove stormwater from sewer
systems and reintroduce it to the soil and vegetation. The humanistic and economic key is to
embed the healing process into the redevelopment process—to integrate infrastructure improve-
ments, community development desires, and ecosystem needs. 

Redevelopment will happen. One of the few things we can confidently predict about the
future is that the times will change, as they have always changed in the past. Retrofit and rede-
velopment initiatives are diverse and incremental. At the time this report was being written, with-
in an area of a few square miles, developers were making new plans for an underutilized com-
mercial building and its parking lots, transportation agencies were proposing to add a regional
busway on an old railroad bed, a community was sponsoring the redevelopment of a local park
and its neighborhood, and hundreds of homeowners were renovating and adding to their homes.
Incremental retrofit and redevelopment projects are constantly being initiated by the many pri-
vate parties and public agencies that work with the area’s infrastructure, housing, transportation,
recreation, services, and economic development. There will continue to be new economic cycles,
new populations moving through, new scientific insights, new public initiatives, new kinds of
energy sources. Significant redevelopment of an area as large as a watershed will take many
human generations; it will be continuing nevertheless.

As redevelopment progresses, pavements will be relaid; buildings will be renovated and
reconstructed; transportation will be reorganized; and utilities will be maintained and replaced.
These changes are opportunities for correcting, healing, educating, and starting anew, within the
pattern of redevelopment itself. While the system is changing and evolving, let us make sure that
it includes changes that restore the communities and ecosystems of the urban watersheds to
health and vitality. Let us create a sewer and stormwater infrastructure that serves additional
functions: beautification of neighborhoods, creation of public recreational amenities, support of
wildlife habitat, cleaning and cooling of the urban air, and generation of jobs.

*Nationally, 950 communities experience combined sewer overflows, and hundreds more have sanitary sewer overflows.
The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates national CSO remediation costs at $45 billion. As this report went
to press, SSO remediation costs were put at $78 billion in initial estimates being prepared for the EPA.

DEFINITIONS
Base flow: The flow of a stream in dry weather. It comes from the watershed’s ground water. In urban

streams base flow is characteristically low because so little water reaches the watershed’s soil.

Bioengineering: The use of living plants in combination with nonliving materials to stabilize channels

and hillsides.

Bioretention: Detention, treatment and infiltration of stormwater in vegetated basins.

Catchment: A small watershed—all the land area that drains to a given stream or low point.

Combined sewer: Sewer carrying a combination of sanitary sewage and storm runoff. Combined sewers

are the urban wastewater design alternative to separate sewer systems. The design intent was to

consolidate the infrastructure of stormwater and sanitary sewage into a single system of conveyance.

(The short term benefit of consolidation has resulted in long term costs as cities now treat the

increased flow of combined sanitary sewage and stormwater.)

Combined sewer overflow (CSO): Overflow of a combined sewer into a stream as a result of excess

stormwater during wet weather.

Culvert: A pipe designed to bury a stream and carry stormwater to a downstream location. In old urban

watersheds such as Nine Mile Run, culverts may be contaminated by CSOs and SSOs during wet weather.

Detention: Temporary delaying of flow of water in a reservoir, in order to reduce peak flows or over-

flows downstream.

First flush: The first runoff from impervious surfaces during a storm. This runoff typically contains high

concentrations of pollutants as a result of their accumulation on the surfaces during the dry weather

before the storm.

Green infrastructure: Landscape features, ranging in scale from large open spaces to individual plants,

that provide functional benefit to human communities through biological and physical processes.

Green stormwater infrastructure takes advantage of the capacities of soil and vegetation to absorb

water and filter pollutants.

Hydraulic capacity: The volume of water that a swale or reservoir can hold for treatment and management.

Impervious surface: Roofs and pavements where rain water flows as runoff over the surface and does

not soak in.

Infiltration: The soaking of water into the soil, resulting in ground water recharge and water quality

improvement in the soil ecosystem. (Public works agencies use the same term to refer to the entry

of water into leaky sewer pipes from the surrounding soil, contributing to overflows downstream.)

Infrastructure: public utilities, electrical and phone lines, sewer systems, streets and bridges, streets,

drainage systems, and other supporting systems in cities.

Recharge: The replenishment of ground water.

Redevelopment: Rehabilitation or reconstruction of an urban site to expand or revitalize its uses and benefits.

Restorative redevelopment: Retrofit and redevelopment projects that improve the value and livabil-

ity of the city while effectively restoring natural processes and functions.

Retrofit: A repair or renovation of an existing feature of the built environment, typically without major

structural alteration or disturbance to current use.

Runoff: Rain water that flows across the surface of the land, especially across impervious surfaces.

Sanitary sewer: Sewer carrying sanitary sewage. May carry roof leader runoff by design or from ille-

gal connections. Often accompanied by a separate storm sewer for street runoff.

Sanitary sewer overflow (SSO): Overflow of a sanitary sewer into a stream as a result of excess stormwa-

ter entering during wet weather from roof leaders, cracked and disjointed pipes, etc.

Storm sewer: A system of pipes and (sometimes) open channels carrying urban runoff.

Stormwater: All the water that occurs on the land and in the soil during storms. In urban watersheds

most stormwater is runoff.

Swale: A low area or open channel that carries water in wet weather.

Two-year, 24-hour storm: A storm lasting 24 hours that is big enough that a storm of equal size occurs

on the average only once every two years. In the Pittsburgh area, a two-year, 24-hour storm has 2.5

inches of precipitation. Typically about 60 smaller storms take place between occurrences of the two-

year storm.

Watershed: all the land area that drains to a given stream or low point.

For further background on the technicalities of watersheds and urban design, see the “Resources” listed

at the end of this publication.
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SOME OF THE MEASURES THAT ARE AVAILABLE FOR RESTORING WATERSHED FUNC-
TION WITHIN INDIVIDUAL URBAN SITES AND NEIGHBORHOODS
REUSE OF RAIN WATER: Capturing roof runoff in tanks or cisterns allows it to be used for
lawn and garden irrigation, preventing the runoff from being part of peak flows during
storms and infiltrating it into the soil during dry weather.
GREEN ROOFS: Also known as “eco-roofs,” (modern variants on sod roofs but with lighter
weight and lower maintenance) green roofs capture a portion of rain water and replace some
of the functions of the vegetation a building displaces from the watershed.
DISCONNECTION OF ROOF DRAINAGE: Disconnecting roof downspouts from sewers and dis-
charging it into rain gardens, dry wells, and vegetated swales reconnects rain water with
native soil and vegetation.
DISCONNECTION OF PAVEMENT DRAINAGE: Pitching the drainage of driveways, sidewalks and
parking lots onto adjacent vegetated soil and not onto other pavements or into storm sew-
ers brings the runoff back into contact with soil and vegetation.
INFILTRATION BASINS: Carefully engineered depressions in the landscape, “rain gardens,” dry
wells, and subsurface recharge beds collect runoff from roofs and pavements and percolate
it into the soil.
TREE PLANTINGS: Tree branches and foliage intercept a portion of rain water.
SOIL REHABILITATION: Aeration and the addition of organic matter and dense vegetation
increase infiltration rates into soil.
REDUCTION OF IMPERVIOUS SURFACES: Reconfiguring driveways, parking lots, and streets to
reduce unnecessary pavement turns more of a site over to vegetated soil, which infiltrates rain
water.
POROUS PAVEMENT: Special varieties of asphalt, concrete, masonry, gravel, and other materials
have open pores that detain runoff, filter pollutants, and allow water to infiltrate the underly-
ing soil.
VEGETATED SWALES: Earthen drainage channels, as alternatives to pipes, slow the velocity
of runoff, remove pollutants, and infiltrate water into the soil.
DAYLIGHTING: Restoring or replacing historic streams by excavating culverts and creating nat-
uralized open channels slows the velocity of runoff and brings the flow into contact with the
soil, vegetation, air, and sunlight, allowing the natural ecosystem to treat and infiltrate the run-
ning water.

STORMWATER SOURCES AND SOLUTIONS
Sewer overflows and high stream flows begin with the excessive production of stormwa-

ter in the watershed. Urban watersheds are characteristically heavily covered—40 percent and
more—with impervious surfaces: the pavements and roofs that cause rain water to run off the
surface, and prevent it from infiltrating the soil. Impervious surfaces deflect rain water into sur-
face channels, where it concentrates into erosive downstream floods. The runoff water carries
with it oils from cars, parking lots, maintenance yards and storage areas, and heavy metals from
old construction materials. Stormwater gets into the sewers, often producing overflows of raw

sewage into the stream flow.

If we think of our over-
flowing sewer system as a
bucket that is spilling over, we
have two options: 1) buy a
larger bucket or, 2) reduce the
amount and slow the flow of
water going into the bucket.
Investing in increased sewer
conveyance and treatment
capacity without carefully ex-
amining the many ways of re-
moving water from the sys-
tem would be unwise. Reduc-
ing stormwater flows into the
sewers can cost less, and it
can produce additional bene-
fits to the environment and
the quality of life of the peo-
ple living here. 

Urban retrofit and redevelopment projects can disconnect stormwater drainage from com-
bined and sanitary sewers, and reconnect it with the vegetation and soil. A range of measures can
use natural processes to reuse, infiltrate, treat, and detain rain water within individual sites and
neighborhoods.

The soil in Pittsburgh’s watersheds is porous and permeable. It has capacities to infiltrate
most of the water that comes into contact with it, filter solid particles out of the infiltrating
water, and build them into the soil matrix. Microorganisms decompose pollutants and turn them
into nutrients for the living system. Storage in the soil and the deeper ground water turns inter-
mittent pulses of rainfall into a perennial moisture supply discharging slowly, almost steadily,
months after the rain falls, to the streams and wetlands where aquatic organisms survive over dry
summers. Even after a soil has been churned and compacted by construction, nature tends to
restore these kinds of processes wherever it is allowed to work freely. Recently environmental
economists have begun to refer to natural conditions and processes as “natural capital,” and “en-
vironmental services,” assigning dollar values to them.

Taking advantage of natural processes to store and treat stormwater brings additional ben-
efits. Recharging the ground water supports riparian vegetation, providing wildlife habitat and
opportunities for human interaction with the natural world. Reductions in impervious surfaces
and tree plantings help moderate urban temperatures, increasing human comfort and reducing
building cooling loads. Porous pavements can be designed to improve pedestrian access to desir-
able places. Revegetation of landscapes beautifies neighborhoods. 

The informed, creative retrofit and redevelopment of urban places could solve Pittsburgh’s
watershed problems at the source, while revitalizing older communities. It can reduce impervi-
ous cover; it can disconnect storm drains from sewers; it can build storage and treatment fea-
tures into the fabric of urban places; it can educate the residents about where they live; it can
allow natural processes to operate again.

Much of greater Pittsburgh’s buildings, streets, land uses and infrastructure has been in
place for years. Their functions and performance were adequate for the standards of their time.
But standards change over time. Today’s generations are re-evaluating the obsolete technical sys-
tems they have inherited and counting the mounting costs of potential reconstruction. At the
same time, the people of today value the human scale and comfort of old urban places, and seek
a way to bring them to full health and vitality.

In a combined sewer system, water from inside of build-
ings, roof drains, and street drains all join in combined
sewer lines. Water may also enter the system through
cracked or disjointed pipes. Combined sewer overflows
occur when wet weather surcharges the pipes and con-
taminated water escapes the system at regulator struc-
tures. Drawing by STUDIO for Creative Inquiry

In a separated sewer system, water from inside of build-
ings flows into sanitary sewer lines. Street drains flow
into storm sewer lines. Roof drains often discharge to
storm sewers, but in older portions of Allegheny County
they are often connected to sanitary sewers. Water may
also enter sanitary sewers from cracked or disjointed
pipes. Sanitary sewer overflows result when wet weather
surcharges sanitary sewer lines and contaminated water
escapes at regulator structures (and sometimes at man-
holes and cracks in pipes). Drawing by STUDIO for
Creative Inquiry

Urban impervious cover generates excessive runoff during storms, which is
conventionally routed into pipes or concrete channels, robbing the soil of mois-
ture and bypassing its absorptive capacity. In contrast, rain infiltrates into veg-
etated soil, recharging ground water and supporting plants. 
Drawing by Jen Uncapher, RMI.
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To bring these changes about is a challenge. Restorative redevelopment is a technical prob-
lem involving hydrology and engineering. It is also a social, economic, and aesthetic problem
involving the communities of people and the way they live. Every square inch of an urban water-
shed, and every person, is an active participant in the watershed’s processes, and in the life of the
city.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NINE MILE RUN MODEL
This model of urban watershed restoration and community revitalization was developed by

a panel of 60 design and policy experts convened in Pittsburgh in October, 1998 by the Heinz En-
dowments, the Rocky Mountain Institute, and Carnegie Mellon University’s STUDIO for Creative
Inquiry.

The panel focused on the watershed of Nine Mile Run, a stream that drains from the
Wilkinsburg and Squirrel Hill areas to the
Monongahela River. Nine Mile Run is typi-
cal of urban streams and watersheds in
Pittsburgh, and in other cities in the Unit-
ed States. It overlaps four different munic-
ipalities, with widely different financial
constraints. Substantial portions of the wa-
tershed have high proportions of impervi-
ous surfaces. Much of the original stream
has been culverted.

As in other urban watersheds, every
rain fall brings the diverse pollutants of a
city to Nine Mile Run; oils, trash, salts, pes-
ticides and fertilizers all end up in the
stream. Culverts convey abrupt pulses of

floods, eroding the stream channels. Flood flows from roof and street runoff get into the com-
bined and sanitary sewers, producing sewer overflows that create human health hazards. When
the rain is not falling, the base flow of the stream is almost nonexistent, drying up at times
because the water has never entered the soils of the watershed.

But Nine Mile Run also displays the values of Pittsburgh’s old urban places: strong neigh-
borhood identity, pedestrian-friendly sidewalks, and numerous solidly built homes. It has vigor-
ous native ecosystems in which porous, fine-textured soil, full of microorganisms, is awaiting ex-
ploitation for stormwater infiltration, treatment, and storage. And local organizations and fed-
eral and state institutions have taken an interest here in ecosystems, infrastructure and the eco-
nomic opportunities for sustainable solutions. 

The Nine Mile Run panel met in a “charrette,” which refers to a short, intense design and
problem-solving event. The charrette convened at the Hosanna House in Wilkinsburg in October,
1998.

The panel was interdisciplinary, bringing together practitioners of landscape architecture,
architecture, civil engineering, environmental policy, art, geology, public works, and planning.
Some of them were award-winning national experts; others were recognized for their expertise
and knowledge of the specific conditions of the Nine Mile Run Watershed. Representatives of
local communities were also invited to attend.

The Nine Mile Run watershed in the Pittsburgh region. Map
by STUDIO for Creative Inquiry The outfall of the main Nine Mile Run culvert at low flow… …and after a rainstorm, when the runoff carries raw

sewage and other urban pollutants with erosive power.
Photographs by STUDIO for Creative Inquiry.

The Nine Mile Run watershed, showing impervious streets and buildings, topography, and the charrette case study sites. For municipal boundaries, see the map on page 26.
GIS map by STUDIO for Creative Inquiry.

City of
Pittsburgh
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The panel formed five teams to address focused problems. Four of the teams illustrated the
potential for restorative redevelopment by designing potential retrofit and redevelopment proj-
ects on sample sites within the watershed. The fifth team focused on policy, recommending insti-
tutional and regulatory changes that could make restorative redevelopment happen throughout
the watershed and the region.

The panel had access to a library of publications on ordinances that apply to the Nine Mile
Run area, the geology and soils of the area, and engineering standards and formulas. Participants
used a bank of computers for GIS, imaging, and CAD. Each design team had a site base map,
drafting equipment, and assistance in graphic production from design students from regional uni-
versities.

During the charrette, each team periodically reported its questions and insights to the whole
panel. The teams also met with the public to inform them about the project, and to receive their
input.

The charrette participants sought proposals that would have immediate benefit. But they
were not to be limited by short-term political feasibility: they looked a hundred years into the
future, using all appropriate technically and financially feasible approaches to restore the water-
shed’s ecology and revitalize its communities. Their mission was to find what is right and possi-
ble in old urban watersheds, so that policies and institutions can go in that direction.

THE RESULTS
The charrette’s results show that retrofit and redevelopment projects that are technically and

economically feasible can improve the value and livability of the city while effectively restoring nat-
ural watershed functions. This report presents the conclusions of the charrette in the following sec-
tions.

SECTION II presents the four sample designs, illustrating the potential results for a range
of specific sites. The section begins by presenting the engineering and economic guidelines the
teams were asked to work within. The designs show how site-based stormwater management can
be consistent with and even enhance other objectives for economic vitality and quality of urban
life.

SECTION III presents seven general patterns of restorative redevelopment that the sample
designs and the charrette process exemplify. Following these patterns in future retrofit and rede-
velopment projects can assure that the results are feasible and effective despite the distinctive
challenges of urban watersheds.

SECTION IV summarizes policy and institutional recommendations from the charrette.
Establishment of a watershed-wide organization to integrate sewer and stormwater manage-
ment, ecosystem protection, and community revitalization is one key proposal. Additional action
items in each of these areas outline a comprehensive program for restorative redevelopment.

A separate technical appendix to this document presents further background materials and
additional information on the design and policy recommendations of the charrette participants.
To obtain the appendix, see page 31.

Successful application of the Nine Mile Run model can simultaneously regenerate water-
sheds and communities. Stormwater management techniques that are embedded in the layout
and materials of inevitable retrofit and redevelopment activity can exploit the natural ecologi-
cal processes that are already operative in these hills and valleys. Their implementation assists the
region’s efforts to eliminate sewer overflows, restore water quality, reduce flash flooding, con-
trol erosion, and restore base flows. At the same time, through integrative urban design, they can
improve pedestrian access, conserve energy, create parks and comfortable streetscapes, moder-
ate urban temperatures, improve recreational opportunities, reinforce the sense of local com-
munity, and revitalize local economies.

“Today we learned about watersheds, brownfields, and grasslands. I learned when it rains so
much, all of the water pipes cannot hold all of the water. So the people at the water sys-
tems place shut that pipe off. When the toilet water comes down with the rain water it goes
in the stream and makes it smell bad. Ewww!  . . . I think in the future when we clean it up,
it will be a beautiful place. There will be clearer water and more people and animals will want
to go there. Aren’t you excited! I know I am.” 

—6TH GRADE STUDENT, DICKSON SCHOOL, DURING NINE MILE RUN

EDUCATION PROGRAM CLASS WITH THE STUDIO FOR CREATIVE INQUIRY.

One of the charrette teams at work in October, 1998. Photograph by STUDIO for Creative Inquiry.

Other charrette participants discussing issues and opportunities for one of the sites.
Photograph by STUDIO for Creative Inquiry.

THE NINE MILE RUN WATERSHED:
Area: 6.5 square miles (4,200 acres)

Stream Length: 2 miles culverted in upper watershed, 1.5 miles open in lower watershed
Receiving River: Monongahela
Municipalities: Pittsburgh, Wilkinsburg, Swissvale, Edgewood

Major Public Features: Frick Park, Parkway East, proposed regional busway
Homes: 18,600

School Districts: City of Pittsburgh, Wilkinsburg, Woodland Hills
Major Commercial Districts: Edgewood Towne Center, Regent Square, Penn Avenue
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SECTION II
FOUR SAMPLE DESIGNS

The following case studies test and demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of restora-
tive redevelopment on specific urban sites. They represent a range of types of old, vital Pittsburgh
places: a neighborhood school, a neighborhood park, a historic train station at a commercial cen-
ter, and an underutilized commercial site. They display a variety of urban land uses, municipal ju-
risdictions, sewer system configurations, and site features.

The design program for each site was to reuse, restore, and revitalize the place by resolv-
ing existing site-specific issues, adapting to ongoing change, and participating in the restoration
of natural processes throughout the watershed. The designs were to be sympathetic with exist-
ing land uses and community values, consequently they involve few significant demolitions or
replacements of structures. Instead, through combinations of retrofitting and redevelopment,
they selectively implement stormwater management techniques shaped by and embedded in the
revitalization of the place.

The designs illustrate the incremental retrofit and redevelopment of the watershed to mit-
igate the quantity and quality of stormwater and its drainage into sewers, culverts, and streams.
They show the management of precipitation as close to where it falls as is physically and eco-
nomically feasible, using freely available natural processes to do the work of stormwater storage,
treatment and management. They concentrate on permanent solutions, including those that are
built up incrementally out of myriad incremental steps. By linking watershed restoration and
community revitalization, they share costs across multiple functions and increase overall bene-
fits compared to downstream sewer and stormwater solutions.

FEASIBILITY CRITERIA MET BY THE DESIGNS
The following requirements were imposed upon the projects at the start of the charrette,

and the teams met them through interdisciplinary design.

SOIL AND FROST CONDITIONS
Every technique of construction and stormwater management was adapted to the specif-

ic site where it is placed, including the distinctive conditions of Pittsburgh’s fine-textured soil, fre-
quent frosts, steep hillsides, and unstable geology. To assure this, every design team included prac-
titioners from the Pittsburgh area experienced in local conditions and practices. Each team had
access to detailed soil and geologic data from published sources and participating scientists.

HYDROLOGIC PERFORMANCE
All the designs infiltrate or detain (in that order of preference) and treat the runoff from

a 2-year, 24-hour storm on-site. A facility with the capacity for the 2-year storm also adequate-
ly manages the runoff from all the smaller, more frequent storms. This design threshold encom-
passes most of the rain that falls during a year, most of the erosive high flows, and essentially all
of the “first-flush” pollution events. Managing this volume of runoff reduces the frequency and
extent of sewer overflows, restores water quality, and replenishes ground water aquifers. On the
other hand, storms larger and less frequent than the two-year storm exceed the capacity of the
on-site systems; to anticipate these occurrences, the designs provide overflow to streams or sew-
ers. This approach is consistent with standards in the Monongahela River Watershed Stormwater
Management Plan adopted by Allegheny County in 1993. Some of the sites also receive runoff
from off-site; the plans manage this extra water in appropriate ways. Given the short design time
of the charrette, the engineering of the recommended stormwater and sewer measures is pre-
liminary, and would require careful validation and specification prior to implementation.

BUDGET
All designs meet the hydrologic performance criterion within a construction budget of $15

per cubic foot ($2 per gallon) of hydraulic capacity for on-site infiltration, detention, or treat-
ment. This amount is within the range of costs for conventional detention tanks, basins, and
bypass systems in the Pittsburgh region in recent years. The accomplishment of hydrologic objec-
tives on-site yields a cost saving in downstream conveyance, storage, and treatment.

In addition to this stormwater management budget, each design utilizes an unspecified
retrofit and redevelopment budget proportional to the non-stormwater benefit foreseen for each
site-specific design. The non-stormwater budget would come from a housing, public works, or
urban redevelopment agency, or a homeowner or developer, interested in supporting or invest-
ing in other aspects of each site-specific proposal. 

For example, proposals for porous pavements can take advantage of pavement rehabilita-
tion schedules necessary during the life of almost any street, sidewalk or parking lot. When prop-
erty owners or municipalities replace deteriorated impervious pavements, the owner bears the
bulk of the cost for reasons other than stormwater management.  The stormwater management
budget funds the incremental cost of porous materials over those of nonporous materials that
would not have a stormwater management benefit.

Dispersed, on-site, multi-functional facilities are maintained by multi-purpose parks agen-
cies, street departments, and homeowners’ associations. These non-stormwater agencies are moti-
vated to maintain their facilities as amenities for functional, aesthetic and recreational reasons;
the maintenance cost is covered by those budgets.

The short, intense charrette process did not allow time for detailed cost estimates that
would have to take into account, among other things, the costs of design, land acquisition, legal
work, maintenance, operations, and replacement. Instead, the charrette procedure placed trust
in the experience and judgment of the team members to assess the rough magnitude of poten-
tial costs and to calibrate their designs to the given budget.

SAMPLE SITE MUNICIPAL JURISDICTIONS MAJOR FEATURES

Hunter Park Wilkinsburg Neighborhood park, residences,
local streets

Edgewood Edgewood Historic train station, active railroad
Crossroads corridor proposed for mass 

transit, busy pedestrian and
vehicular intersection, town park, 
old commercial buildings, 
churches, schools, residences

Sterrett School Pittsburgh Middle school, residences, 
central culvert, Frick Park

Regent Square Swissvale, Edgewood Open Nine Mile Run channel, 
Gateway & Pittsburgh highway access, entrance to  

Frick Park, underutilized commercial
building
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Before settlement of the area, the site was a V-shaped headwater stream valley. In the nine-
teenth century a coal mine filled and flattened the site with yards and spoil piles; the stream was
diverted around the periphery. The mining industry brought in a working population and built
company housing nearby. The present-day Coal Street, for example, was one location of compa-
ny housing. 

In the early part of the twentieth century, the industrially created land forms served as a
baseball field for the Negro League. Some of the best baseball players in the country played as
semi-pros at “Hunter Field.”

Beginning in the 1950s, a series of developments gradually transformed the site into a
recreational park. To the baseball field were added a children’s playground, basketball courts, and
tennis courts. The stream was culverted. In the 1970s the Little League played baseball here under
American Legion sponsorship. By 1980 Hunter Park was one of four parks under the responsibil-
ity of Wilkinsburg’s Recreation Department.

HUNTER PARK

Hunter Park is located near the headwaters of the Nine Mile Run watershed. It is a neigh-
borhood park in Wilkinsburg, at the northern terminus of Swissvale Avenue. This is a low income
area; neighborhood streets and sidewalks are in poor condition. The park’s ball field, wading pool,
basketball courts, and small playground are in disrepair, although all are heavily used in season.

The bulk of the park is in pervious turf, although it hides the culverted remains of a nat-
ural stream. In contrast, the surrounding residential blocks are mostly impervious with densely
built houses, streets and sidewalks.

Most of the runoff from the impervious surfaces drains into sewers, contributing to down-
stream flood pulses, sewer overflows, water pollution, and reduced base flow. Diverting runoff out
of Wilkinsburg’s sanitary and storm sewers and into its soil and ground water would contribute
to cleaner water downstream in the Nine Mile Run watershed.

A MEANINGFUL HISTORY
Despite the currently neglected condition of the Hunter Park area, it has a vigorous past

that symbolizes the industrial development of the region and the character of its people. Its pres-
ent configuration, uses, problems and promises are the accumulation of its chronological devel-
opment and intertwining ecological, economic, and social issues. The park deserves to have its
story told through physical patterns and symbols and programmed public activities. It deserves
care for the sake of the neighborhood residents who use the park today and long to participate
in a hopeful future.

The Hunter Park site, catchment, and surrounding area. GIS map by STUDIO for Creative Inquiry.

CHARRETTE TEAM

ROBERT BINGHAM; Artist; STUDIO for Creative Inquiry; Pittsburgh, PA

A.B. CARL; Planner; Pittsburgh, PA

SANDRA HEARD; Architect; MacLachlin, Cornelius & Filoni; Pittsburgh, PA

WALTER HOOD; Landscape Architect; Hood Design; Oakland, CA

ANDY OTTEN; Landscape Architect; Pennsylvania State University; University Park, PA

FERNANDO PASQUEL; Engineer; CH2MHill; Herndon, VA

KEN TAMMINGA; Landscape Architect; Pennsylvania State University; University Park, PA

SUMMARY: The design for Hunter Park exemplifies the Nine Mile Run model by using revi-
talization of a previously neglected urban park and its neighborhood as the catalyst and
organizer for watershed restoration. The design stores, treats and infiltrates stormwater from
the park and adjacent residential blocks, in ways that are integrated with renovated and
expanded recreational and cultural facilities. A “bioretention” area, a constructed wetland,
and a series of swales treat inflowing runoff. Reopening a once-culverted stream creates an
amenity and focal point for a new public square. Pervious parking bays along streets around
the park provide new parking spaces and infiltrate street runoff. In surrounding residential
areas, the drainage from roofs and streets is disconnected from storm sewers and diverted
into swales in and around the park.

The “dolphin” fountain in the lower portion of 
Hunter Park, and nearby houses. 
Photograph by Richard Pinkham, RMI

Looking down on the upper ballfield. The tennis courts in
the fenced area are in poor condition and are used as a
composting facility. Photograph by STUDIO for Creative
Inquiry.
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Today, the local neighborhood depends on its park. The “dolphin” fountain is small, but
when it is turned on, neighborhood kids climb all over it all day long. The bold landforms pres-
ent unique open spaces and potential for multiple use. However, the park’s edges are ambiguous,
parking is inadequate, and there are no formally defined entry points.

The site is in a valley with a drainage area of 59 acres, of which impervious roads and
rooftops cover approximately 9 acres or 16 percent. Most drainage inlets are clogged with sed-
iment; some drainage pipes are broken. Some grass swales in the park improve water quality to
a degree, but are undersized even for the small amount of water they carry. Concentrated runoff
from nearby impervious surfaces has eroded some of the park’s drainage swales and steep side
slopes.

The underlying geology of the “Casselman Formation” forms the site’s steep valley slopes
and the coal seams that fed the nineteenth century mine. This formation is a mixture of shale,
sandstone, and other sedimentary rocks typical of large parts of the Pittsburgh region. Its con-
siderable modification over the years by earth-moving and construction is typical of old urban
and industrial areas.

The proposed design is a convergence of history, hydrology, recreation, and neighborhood
revitalization, wedding the site’s social history to its hydrologic future. Water is brought through
a sequence of historical-recreational spaces, and celebrated at the end. The hydrologic strategies
are given form by the park’s natural and cultural history; in turn the forms illuminate the park’s
environmental and historic features.

INTEGRATED RESTORATION STRATEGIES
The design filters, detains, and infiltrates runoff to remove pollutants, reduce runoff con-

tributions to sewers, and solve drainage and erosion problems. Because the site is at the head-
waters of the Wilkinsburg and Nine Mile Run sewer systems, everything that is done on this site
to reduce and treat runoff reduces overload and improves water quality in all the systems down-
stream.

The design uses complementary strategies for various portions of the catchment. At the
upper end of the park, a woodland “bioretention” area consists of sand and soil mixtures plant-
ed with native plants. It includes a pretreatment area to dissipate the energy of inflowing runoff,
and to collect coarse sediment.

Then a constructed wetland treats water at the upstream end of the ball field. It is plant-
ed with emergent and scrub-shrub plants in a complex microtopography. It filters pollutants,
reduces peak flow rates, and stabilizes the flow of water into the grass swales below.

Swales take overflow drainage from the wetlands, and runoff from the fields and sur-
rounding slopes, around the ball field and through the lower part of the park. The swales have
grass and other vegetation, which help remove pollutants from runoff. For further infiltration and
filtering, they are enhanced with beds made of sand and topsoil 1 to 2 feet deep and 10 to 15
feet wide.

Plan for Hunter Park rehabilitation. Drawing by charrette team.
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At the bottom of the park, the area where coal mine shanty houses once stood is made into
a public square for the neighborhood. The once-culverted stream is reopened (“daylighted”)
through the square to convey stormwater in restored stream habitat as an amenity and focal
point for the park. The square includes a stage for public plays and festivals, adding a cultural
role to the recreational park. One type of festival could annually celebrate the watershed with
stream “cleanups.” The stream is expected to carry 45 cfs during the two-year storm. The stream’s
meanders are dimensioned for natural “dynamic equilibrium” with the flow. Bioengineering (the
use of living plants in combination with nonliving materials to stabilize streams and slopes) is
used to protect the banks during 2-year and 10-year storms. The daylit portion of the stream
could continue into the residential block immediately south of the plaza.

Swales adjoining Hunter Park’s renovated ball field. Drawing by charrette team.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT: “I’d like to see Hunter Park fixed up, like the hoops court, make
the ballfields more for different uses, baseball, soccer, basketball, Frisbee. Maybe a stage for
music.”

DESIGN TEAM MEMBER: “Suppose ideally Wilkinsburg had lots of money for a park, what
would you do?”

ANOTHER COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT: “Music, art. Lots of people would come, people would
gather, invited from other neighborhoods for talent shows and comedians. People would be
happy. There is a music project at Hosanna House; it could be a good opportunity to move
it outside. I like music and the thought of having sessions outside to give me a better place
to learn.”

—EXCHANGE IN THE DESIGN TEAM’S MEETING WITH NEIGHBORHOOD RESIDENTS

Options for stream restoration, flood prevention and redevelopment where the stream leaves Hunter Park and en-
ters downstream residential blocks. (“Block A” on the site plan.) The housing on the east side of this block is in poor
condition and needs replacement or relocation. 

A: Remove structures, daylight stream, 
B: Remove structures, introduce urban agriculture and forestry, 
C: Replace structures, daylight stream. 

Drawing by charrette team.

The public square at the foot of Hunter Park. Cross-section looking north, up into the park, from James Street. 
Drawing by charrette team.

The sequence of land forms and drainage features proposed for Hunter Park. Long section looking west, across the park.
Drawing by charrette team.

Construction of Hunter Park’s swales for stormwater infiltration, storage, and water quality improvement. 
Drawing by charrette team.

IMPERVIOUS COVER TREATMENT
DRAINAGE AREA (ROOFTOPS AND CAPACITY

(ACRES) STREETS) (CU. FT.) (GALLONS)
Bioretention 6.7 19% 10K 75K
Constructed wetland 30.2 14% 25K 187K
Enhanced grass swales 23.0 15% 20–30K 150–225K
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Around the edges of the park, street pavements are narrowed to reduce impervious cover
and allow infiltration while adding more parking spaces on permeable edges. The pervious park-
ing stalls are made of concrete pavers with grass, over a gravel bed. The open-celled paver sur-
face and the deep gravel storage basin beneath it adapt the pavement construction to the
region’s frequent frosts and fine-textured, slowly permeable soil. Although porous pavement
removes and treats some water from the site’s drainage, the amount was not counted in the total
capacity of the site’s restoration features or in establishing the capacity of downstream swales;
it is an “extra” benefit.

In the residential areas all around and above the park, roof leaders, street gutters and
drainage inlets are disconnected from the storm sewer system. Their drainage is diverted into
swales and across vegetated slopes in and around the park. Excess runoff remaining in the streets
is conveyed to the park’s wetlands and swales for treatment.

Stone “traces” through the park mark lines of old mining features. Street trees are added
for air and water quality improvement. The combination of strategies preserves and celebrates
the natural and cultural history of the area. The improved access to the park promotes its use.
There are opportunities to learn about the hydrologic strategies through interpretative signs and
guided tours.

Modification of a Hunter Park street to reduce impervious surface and increase infiltration, while increasing tree canopy and the availability of parking.
Note the gravel-filled storage/recharge bed under the parking stall and sidewalk, surfaced with a permeable system of block pavers with path rush,
(Juncus Tenuis, a grass-like plant that tolerates wet or dry conditions) planted in the joints between blocks. Drawing by charrette team.

ON-STREET
PARALLEL
PARKING

SIDEWALK

ON-STREET
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WETLAND SWALEEXISTING ROAD WIDTH

GRID
PAVERS AND
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STREET TREE
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WITHIN
INFILTRATION

STRIP

A typical street by Hunter Park. The superimposed line indicates the border of
the proposed pervious parking strip in the diagram below.
Photograph by Richard Pinkham, RMI.
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EDGEWOOD CROSSROADS

SUMMARY: The design for Edgewood Crossroads illustrates restorative redevelopment at the
other end of the income scale from Hunter Park. It also illustrates the aggregate economic
benefits that can be obtained by repeating on-lot measures in many small individual retro-
fit projects. The design for this site integrates water systems and community values. It cen-
ters on a new plaza in a small community park facing a historic train station. A public seat-
ing and gathering area there also serves as an infiltration basin during and shortly after large
storms. Permeable pavers reinforce pedestrian access across the street intersection to the
plaza. In nearby parks and institutional grounds, ground water recharge beds constructed
under open lawns and playing fields collect runoff from areas uphill of the site. Diverting
rooftop runoff into on-lot residential infiltration basins reduces inflows to the sewers. A one-
time grant of $1,000 per home to subsidize the installation of these infiltration beds would
be paid off in 8 years from potential savings at the treatment plant.

Edgewood Crossroads is located near the center of the Nine Mile Run watershed. It is the
public center of the Borough of Edgewood, where a historic train station fronts on busy
Swissvale Avenue. The old train station is the only one that the famous nineteenth-century
architect Frank Furness designed on this side of the Allegheny Mountains. Across the street
are old storefront commercial buildings, a church, and a school. Nearby are Edgewood’s town
hall, public library, community swimming pool, and numerous well-kept old residences.

Residential streets converge from several directions. Public buses stop at the street inter-
section; the old railroad bed is slated to become the route of a regional busway. Numerous pedes-
trians, especially children, move between their homes and community facilities along the side-
walks, across the street intersection, and through the railroad underpass. 

Edgewood has dozens of civic groups, and the social closeness almost of a village. In the
minds of the local Edgewood people, the cluster of streets, structures and open spaces around the
old train station is the unified center of their community. Protecting and enhancing the sense of
community is the central task of any urban design here.

The underlying geology at the crossroads is based on an ancient river bed that left behind
a relatively level “terrace” of gravel, sand, and clay over large areas in the central part of the
Pittsburgh region. In the catchment uphill from the crossroads, the land is characterized by steep
slopes; a geology of shale, siltstone, sandstone, and other sedimentary rocks; and fine-textured
soil that typify the rest of the Pittsburgh region. The modification of the soil over the years by
construction is typical of old urban places.

The impervious streets, roofs and sidewalks of the site and its catchment generate runoff
that ponds up in the street intersection, disrupting pedestrian and vehicular traffic. Eventually
it flushes into storm sewers, carrying oils and other pollutants, while denying recharge of ground
water. As in many parts of the Pittsburgh region, some roof leaders here are connected to sani-
tary sewers, contributing to sewer overflows downstream.

The design for this site is based on relationships between water systems, urban design, and
social values. It integrates the following community issues: reinforcing the social and physical
sense of community, preserving public open spaces, reinforcing pedestrian access, eliminating
street flooding, and bringing Edgewood into compliance with federal water quality standards by
separating storm drainage from the sanitary sewer system.

The Edgewood Crossroads site, catchment, and surrounding area. GIS map by STUDIO for Creative Inquiry.

The train station as seen from the intersection of Maple Avenue and
Edgewood Avenue. This intersection floods during large storms. 
Photograph by STUDIO for Creative Inquiry.

Looking up Swissvale Avenue from the train station. Note the storefront
building and church on the right, and the small park to the left; all are part of
the site. Photograph by Richard Pinkham, RMI.

CHARRETTE TEAM

BILL BROWNING; Green Development Specialist; Rocky Mountain Institute; Snowmass, CO
TOM CAHILL; Engineer; Cahill Associates; West Chester, PA
REBECCA FLORA; Planner; Green Building Alliance; Pittsburgh, PA
MICHAEL HOUGH; Landscape Architect; Hough, Woodland, Naylor, Dance, Leinster;
Toronto, Ontario
ALEX HUTCHINSON; Engineer; Hutchinson and Sons Engineering; Pittsburgh, PA
C. NOEL KENNARD; Architect; Burt Hill Kosar Rittelman Associates; Pittsburgh, PA
SUZANNE LAMI; Architect; Lami Grubb Architects; Pittsburgh, PA
CHOLI LIGHTFOOT; Architect; Kingsland, Scott, Bauer Associates; Pittsburgh, PA
HENRY PRELLWITZ; Geologist (Ph.D. Candidate); University of Pittsburgh; Pittsburgh, PA
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THE CROSSROADS
In the small community park facing the train station, a plaza is developed to be the gate-

way to the public greenway being developed in the new transit corridor. Here a prominent
stormwater restoration facility integrates stormwater solutions and public education with urban
design. The center is a depressed bowl, with a porous block bottom that retains and infiltrates
stormwater. During rainfall, about 30 days per year, the depression diverts flood waters off the
street and the surrounding plaza; it fills and then slowly drains over a one- or two-day period
through an infiltration bed beneath the plaza. On dry days, the plaza and the bowl are for com-
munal gathering and play; the wall around the bowl is for sitting. Permeable unit pavers continue
from the plaza across the street intersection, to strengthen pedestrian connections.

In the rest of the park, steep slopes are reforested to increase infiltration. Tree canopies
absorb some rainfall before it reaches the ground, and reduce air pollution and the cooling ener-
gy requirements of nearby buildings.

For the railroad right of way, a public agency currently proposes to pave a 40 foot width
for express bus service to downtown Pittsburgh. An alternative greenway option would empha-
size nonvehicular transportation, which would eliminate vehicular emissions and minimize the
demand for paved streets and parking areas throughout the greenway region. The greenway right
of way would hold a 5 feet wide pedestrian path, a 10 feet wide cycle path, and two rows of trees
and plantings. This would maximize infiltration for the full length of the right of way. Another
alternative would emphasize light rail. Light rail tracks would allow infiltration across the entire
right of way width; the permeable surface could be planted with grass to reduce ambient tem-
perature. The light rail vehicles’ ability to accept riders from both sides would allow a central
island for embarkation, which would leave enough space for a pedestrian greenway within the
remaining right of way space.

Plan for Edgewood Crossroads’ restoration and redevelopment. Drawing by charrette team.

The demonstration infiltration basin in Edgewood Crossroads’ public plaza. The basin provides a community gathering place;
during large storms it captures runoff, which percolates into the subsoil within one to two days. 
Drawing by Christine Brill.
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Percent of 
Acres catchment area

Rooftops 10.1 14
Streets 6.4 9
Driveways, sidewalks (est.) 2.0 3
Total impervious* 18.5 25
Total pervious 54.9 75
Total catchment 73.4 100

* The actual impervious area is somewhat greater—parking lot areas were not measured or estimated.

CONTRIBUTING PARTS OF THE CATCHMENT
The street intersection receives stormwater runoff from a catchment around and uphill

from the crossroads. The 73 acres of the catchment are occupied by the community center area,
several schools and churches, and numerous, relatively large, Victorian single-family homes. While
some of the local storm sewers currently divert stormwater out of the catchment, the proposed
design manages all stormwater within the catchment.

Construction of recharge beds under Edgewood Crossroads’ playing fields and institutional lawns. Plan view: surround-
ing buildings, streets, and hillsides drain to a recharge bed. Top right: cross section of recharge bed constructed of
aggregate and infiltrator chambers under turf grass. Drawing by Choli Lightfoot.

The bus option for regional transportation on Edgewood’s old rail bed. Drawing by Christine Brill.

The alternative greenway option for regional transportation on Edgewood’s old rail bed. This option dramatically
improves infiltration and reduces runoff relative to the busway option. Drawing wy Christine Brill.

The light rail alternative for Edgewood’s old rail bed. Drawing by Christine Brill.

Open lawns and play fields in the catchment’s small parks and institutional grounds such
as the grounds of the School for the Deaf are open spaces that can serve the dual purposes of
recreation and runoff control. Ground water recharge beds could be constructed under these
areas, while maintaining their surface uses for sports and parks. For example, retrofit of a play-
ing field to maximize infiltration would include aggregate beneath the turf. If a bed of gravel
18 inches deep with 40% storage volume were provided over the entire 6.2 acres of reasonably
available area, it could infiltrate the entire volume of a 2 year storm collected from an area of
18 acres. An alternative construction of pre-formed “infiltrator” chambers could provide the
same capacity.
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An additional strategy diverts the runoff of residential roofs into on-lot infiltration basins
to significantly reduce stormwater inflows to the sewers. Infiltration and recharge features can
be shaped to each individual lot. For example, a large residence has half of its 2,500 square foot
roof area draining to the front and rear yards, respectively. For each half of the roof, a bed of
aggregate or infiltrator chambers with a storage capacity of 208 cubic feet (1560 gallons) would
infiltrate all the runoff from all rain events up to and including the 2-year storm. The bed or
trench must be properly spaced away from the house to avoid leaking of water into the base-
ment.

During an average year, residential roofs yield runoff from over 40 inches of precipitation.
If 50% of the residential roofs in the catchment—an estimated 2.5 acres of rooftop surface—are
currently connected to sanitary sewers (the precise proportion of roof leaders connected to san-
itary lines is unknown) then the proposed residential recharge beds would remove from sanitary
sewer lines 372,000 cubic feet (2.78 million gallons) of stormwater per year. This could yield an
annual cost saving at the sewage treatment plant of about $5,500, based on treatment costs of
$2 per 1,000 gallons. This long-term annual saving would justify subsidizing the installation of pri-
vate recharge beds. A one-time 3-R (“Rooftop, Retention, and Recharge”) grant of $1,000 per
home would cover most or all of the installation cost. The cash value of the investment would be
paid off in 8 years, and would continue to be paid again every 8 years thereafter.* Moreover, a pro-
gram to disconnect roof leaders from sanitary sewers and properly manage these flows will address
the recent Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection order for reduction of stormwa-
ter inflows to sanitary sewers.

Porous pavements at the parking lots of churches and other public places infiltrate addi-
tional stormwater. Among the alternatives in porous pavement construction suitable for local
soils, frosts and traffic loads are masonry pavers with open joints, a bituminous mix with open-
graded aggregate, or gravel with a layer 4 inches deep of #89 fines over a layer 24 inches deep
of uniform-graded aggregate 2 inches in diameter.

Throughout the catchment, drainage inlets can be modified to permit infiltration by adding
a gravel bed or perforated PVC pipe that extends away from the basin to infiltrate water into the
surrounding soil. An open grate design and a slight berm in the pavement help the inlet to cap-
ture a large proportion of the surface runoff.

Finally, increasing the urban forest reduces runoff, moderates urban climate, improves air
quality, and reduces noise. A dense vegetative structure such as that of trees, shrubs, and native
ground covers absorbs more rain water than a turf slope, and is more resistant to erosion during
intense storms.

Porous pavement to be retrofitted into the church parking area at Edgewood Crossroads. 
Drawing by Larry Ridenour.

Retrofit of a typical Edgewood residence to disconnect the roof leaders from the sanitary sewers and recharge the roof
runoff into the ground water using an infiltration trench. Drawing by Choli Lightfoot and Noel Kennard.

Section view showing a typical modification of a catch inlet by adding a gravel storage/recharge bed
to infiltrate street runoff into the soil and prevent it from entering combined sewers downstream.
Drawing by Choli Lightfoot and Tom Cahill.

* Where the savings accrue depends on institutional structures and sewerage systems. Currently, area municipalities do not
pay wet weather surcharges to ALCOSAN, and much of the wet weather flow does not reach the treatment plant due to com-
bined and sanitary sewer overflows.
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Sterrett School is located near the headwaters of Fern Hollow, Nine Mile Run’s largest trib-
utary. It is a middle school in the midst of Pittsburgh’s South Point Breeze neighborhood, adja-
cent to Frick Park. Sidewalks connect homes, shops, and the school grounds safely and conve-
niently; pedestrians use them actively. The school shares a city block with eight homes.

In the low area between the houses, a combined sewer line follows the course of the orig-
inal streambed of what was once called Salamander Creek. Drainage inlets between the houses
sometimes back up and flood. Local culvert overflows contribute to flooding in the basements of
homes. The site’s impervious roofs, streets and sidewalks, driveways and parking lots dump runoff
into the combined sewer, contributing to polluting overflows downstream in Fern Hollow and
Nine Mile Run.

The geology here is an ancient river “terrace” like that at the Edgewood Crossroads and in
other parts of the central Pittsburgh region. Beneath the terrace material is a layer of sandstone
similar to sedimentary layers elsewhere around Pittsburgh. The fine-textured soils and modifica-
tion of landforms over the years by urban construction, including fill in the old stream channel,
are typical of the region.

CHARRETTE TEAM
LUCIA ATHENS; Landscape Architect; Seattle Public Utilities; Seattle, WA
REIKO GOTO; Artist; STUDIO for Creative Inquiry; Pittsburgh, PA
BOB KOBET; Architect; Conservation Consultants; Pittsburgh, PA
MARY KOSTALOS; Ecologist; Chatham College; Pittsburgh, PA
CHRIS LEININGER; Principal; Sustainable Home Design; Beaver, PA
SANDRA MALLORY; Architect; Slippery Rock University; Slippery Rock, PA
SUZANNE MEYER; Landscape Architect; Image Earth; Pittsburgh, PA
NEIL WEINSTEIN; Landscape Architect; Low Impact Development Center; Ellicott City, MD

SUMMARY: The design for Sterrett School and the residences it shares a city block with illus-
trates the functional and educational use of a variety of working watershed restoration
measures. Cisterns collect runoff from the school’s roof; diverting this large volume from
combined sewers has a big effect on downstream overflows and pollution. The collected
water is put to use irrigating the school’s gardens and ball field. Excess flows pass through
a channel made of tiles showing children’s poetry and images of animals and leaves. As water
flows farther from the building, a meandering channel of earth and plants assures recharge
into the ground water with a gravel infiltration trench. Nearby vegetated bioretention basins
capture sheet flow from parking areas and sidewalks and off the street. Replacing a street
embankment with a pedestrian bridge restores natural drainage and eliminates flooding in
the basements of nearby homes. 

The Sterrett School, looking north from Edgerton Avenue. Photograph by Bruce Ferguson.

The Sterrett School site and surrounding area. GIS map by STUDIO for Creative Inquiry.
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WATERSHED RESTORATION FEATURES
Cisterns collect runoff from the roof of the large school building. The 16,000 square foot

roof generates a lot of runoff—3,300 cubic feet (25,000 gallons) of water during the 2-year storm.
Diverting this large volume into the cisterns by disconnecting the school’s downspouts from com-
bined sewers has a big effect on downstream overflows and pollution.

From the cisterns, the water from the two-year storm and all smaller storms during the year
is put to productive use on the school grounds, irrigating the school’s gardens, greenhouse, and
ball field. Water is also put to indoor “gray water” uses such as flushing toilets and urinals.

One possible form of cistern is a transparent “water wall” that would let students monitor
the water level in relation to rainfall and water use. Some water can also be permanently stored
in the building’s attic as a “thermal battery” to moderate indoor temperatures.

Runoff from a storm larger than the two-year storm, or a rapid succession of smaller
storms, will exceed the capacity of the cisterns. Overflow from the cisterns will flow through the
school grounds along an “Art Creek.” The creek follows the path of water with a mosaic of tiles,
embedding children’s poetry and images of animals and leaves.

Cisterns for collecting roof waters in the form of a transparent
“water wall” alongside the school building. See also the draw-
ing on page 24. Drawing by Charrette team.

Redevelopment and restoration plan for Sterrett School and nearby residences. Drawing by charrette team.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT: “That’s such a huge building, there ought to be some way to trap
the water off that roof.”

DESIGN TEAM MEMBER: “Well that’s one of the ideas we’re kicking off, to do something
more constructive with that water than let it go straight into the soil. That’s why we’re doing
this. Also since people talked about the need to irrigate the field and the gardens.”

ANOTHER COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT: “It’s a shame all that water is going to waste, you
know, that could be reused and retained.” 

— EXCHANGE DURING THE DESIGN TEAM’S MEETING WITH NEIGHBORHOOD RESIDENTS
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As water flows farther away from the building, the artificial tiles give way to a meander-
ing water course of earth and plants, bringing water into contact with the ground. It flows
through a vegetated swale with a gravel infiltration bed, ephemeral ponds, and community gar-
dens for residents.

HYDROLOGIC RESULT
The chart shows that the design reduces the runoff from the site to the level of that from

a naturally wooded site. The principal effect comes from disconnecting stormwater drainage from
the combined sewer system: diverting the roof runoff into cisterns and vegetated swales, and
allowing water to infiltrate as it flows over grass slopes and in broad open swales, instead of
buried culverts. These measures, together, disconnect the drainage from 90 percent of the site
area, reducing the 2-year runoff into the culvert to only 40 percent of its previous volume.

Further runoff reduction comes from specially constructed storage facilities. The design for
the infiltration swale illustrates how a quantity of storage is created. A gravel-filled infiltration
trench running under the 500 foot length of the swale provides 2,800 cubic feet (21,000 gallons)
of storage, based on a depth of 4 feet, a width of 4 feet, and a storage ratio (volume of stored
water per total volume of gravel-filled trench) of 0.35. On the swale surface, during large storms

A concept for Sterrett School’s “Art Creek,” to be composed of tiles designed by school children.
Drawing by charrette team.

The hydrologic result of “disconnects” and stormwater storage at the Sterrett School during a 2-year, 24-hour storm.
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“I have recently seen these paintings on streets near the sewer—this stenciling to indicate

where the sewers flow to, it captures your attention. It is a wonderful awareness tool and

the fact that has been done for years in other communities, again demonstrates how far

behind we are in Pittsburgh.” 

—A COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT IN THE POLICY TEAM’S MEETING WITH THE PUBLIC

The sequence of drainage features proposed for the Sterrett School site. A: Roof runoff is routed to attic bladders and school-side cisterns, and used for toilet flushing and irri-
gation. B: Overflow from cisterns runs along the “art creek” (represented here on the east side of the building). C: Graywater from fixtures could be routed to the greenhouse for
bioremediation; blackwater is routed to sewers. D: Art creek and field runoff passes along a vegetated swale around the play field. E: A greenhouse puts some runoff water to
productive and educational use. F: Runoff continues along a naturalized surface channel between the houses east of the school. G: Removing the street embankment allows the
open channel to continue to a cascade into Fern Hollow. Drawing by Jen Uncapher, RMI, after drawing by charrette team.

Where South Homewood Avenue crosses the path of the old stream, it has barred the
movement of water. Water that would have flowed naturally into the Fern Hollow ravine flows
instead in combined sewer lines and is not available to the ravine ecosystem. Closing off the
street and regrading to remove the street embankment would prevent local basement flooding
and restore natural drainage. The water would enter the ravine via a boulder cascade under over-
hanging willows. A pedestrian bridge would maintain access along the old street alignment.
Restoring the channel allows the possibility of connecting a creekside greenway all the way from
the school, down the Fern Hollow valley in Frick Park, to Nine Mile Run and the Monongahela
River. The disconnection of downspout drainage from combined sewers and the infiltration of
stormwater into the soil restores the base flow of water to natural streams in Frick Park.

Porous materials replace impervious pavements in the school’s parking lot, playground, and
sidewalks. The runoff will be further reduced by tree plantings, where the canopy intercepts rain
water during small, frequent storms at the same time it moderates air quality and temperature.
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SUMMARY OF MEASURES TO BE APPLIED AT THE STERRETT SCHOOL SITE

FUNCTION OR BENEFIT

Recharge
of

ground
water

Reuse
of

captured
runoffFEATURE

SEPARATE SEWERS x
CUL-DE-SAC CREATION x x x x

REGRADING x x
GREENHOUSE x x x x x x

CISTERNS x x x x x x x
BIORETENTION x x x x x x

BIOSWALE x x x x x x
HABITAT LANDSCAPING x x x x x

RESTORE CHANNEL x x x x x
SHEET FLOW x x x x x

BIORETENTION CELLS x x x x x
PLAYGROUND SURFACING x x x x

PLANTING x x x x
PERVIOUS PARKING x x x x

GREEN ISLANDS x x x x
POROUS PAVING x x x x
AFFORESTATION x x x x

ART CREEK MOSAIC x x
BROCHURES x x

WATERSHED CURRICULUM x x
TOURS x x

PAINT STORM DRAIN INLETS x x
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT x

Disconnection
of storm 
drainage 

from sewers 

Reduction
in storm
runoff
volume

Improvment
in runoff
quality 

Watershed
quality

Habitat
creation

and 
maintenance 

ponding up to six inches deep and 12 feet across in a gently banked channel provides an addi-
tional 2,000 cubic feet (15,000 gallons) of storage. The total storage in the swale is thus 4,800
cubic feet (36,000 gallons). Because of the gravel and sandstone substrate, infiltration is proba-
bly feasible, but if necessary an underdrain system could be added to release the stored water
slowly after the peak of the storm.

The combination of “disconnects” and stormwater storage reduces the runoff to only 26
percent of its existing amount, an amount equal to that from a naturally wooded site. These cal-
culations do not take into account additional reductions due to mulching, pervious pavements,
tree plantings, or bioretention cells (vegetated infiltration basins that capture sheet flow from
parking areas, sidewalks and paved play areas). These are all “extra” restoration capacities.

EDUCATION
Features where naturally flowing water is visible are resources for educating school chil-

dren about how watersheds work and the possibilities for protecting and restoring them. The
school is a demonstration site for multi-functional restoration techniques that could be applied
elsewhere.

School personnel have expressed interest in employing on-site watershed restoration fea-
tures in the school’s educational curriculum. A greenhouse utilizing water collected from the
school’s roof would be a teaching tool for explaining the water cycle and the role of the school
and the neighborhood in the watershed. The Art Creek is a student-designed mosaic that would
provide artistic expression, and information on the watershed’s hydrologic cycle and native flora
and fauna. The various water courses would carry water during rainfall events and remain dry at
other times, while the water level in the cisterns rises and falls. The combination of facilities could
be used to teach about watersheds and the role of cities in them.

“I think education is very important. People who grow up in rural areas with septic systems

have a very different understanding of their situation than those who grow up in the city.

I think a goal should be that every child in Allegheny County should essentially understand

what happens when they flush the toilet, where the water goes. Those who grow up in rural

areas with septic systems certainly know, they know the limitations, they know the condi-

tions, they know the costs. It is something that is discussed. Just paying the bill to ALCOSAN

is not enough education. This is a long-term solution, but it could certainly start with edu-

cation in the school system.” 

—COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE DURING THE POLICY TEAM’S MEETING WITH THE PUBLIC

The swale at the Sterrett School generates storage and infiltration capacity with a gravel-filled trench and gently sloping banks.

Education and demonstration in Sterrett School’s “water garden.”  Drawing by charrette team.

4' X 4' GRAVEL TRENCH

WATER 6" DEEP AND 12" WIDE DURING LARGE STORMS

500' LONG
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The Gateway site is located low in the Nine Mile Run watershed, where the main Nine Mile
Run culvert discharges for the first time into an open channel. Here the borders of Edgewood,
Swissvale, and the City of Pittsburgh converge, by a neighborhood named Regent Square. At the
site, Braddock Avenue’s on-ramp enters I-376, (the Parkway East) and the abandoned alignment
of Old Braddock Avenue abuts an underutilized commercial building.

This seemingly neglected place is in fact an extraordinary focus for the Nine Mile Run
watershed and its people, for here the culverted stream first comes into full view in an open chan-
nel, and here the historic plan for Frick Park has always foreseen a major eastern public gateway.

The parkway ramp and the underutilized commercial building at the Regent Square Gateway site. Old Braddock Avenue
runs alongside the building and terminates at the Wilkinsburg Culvert outfall hidden in the trees to the left.
Photograph by Richard Pinkham, RMI.

The Regent Square Gateway site, catchment, and surrounding area. GIS map by STUDIO for Creative Inquiry.

CHARRETTE TEAM
ANDY COLE; Wetlands Scientist, Pennsylvania State University Cooperative Wetlands
Center; University Park, PA
FRAN GREENE; Engineer (Ph.D. Candidate); Pennsylvania State University; 
University Park, PA
GREG HURST; Engineer; EDAW, Inc.; Fort Collins, CO
ALEXIS KAROLIDES; Architect; Rocky Mountain Institute; Snowmass, CO
GEORGINA KING; Landscape Architect; Hough, Woodland, Naylor, Dance, Leinster;
Toronto, Ontario
JACK LAQUATRA; Landscape Architect; LaQuatra Bonci Associates; Pittsburgh, PA
CHRISTINE MONDOR; Architect; Gardner + Pope Architects; Pittsburgh, PA
PETER RICHARDS; Artist; Tyron Center for Visual Art; Charlotte, NC
MICHAEL STERN; Architectural Planning Consultant; Pittsburgh, PA
BILL WENK; Landscape Architect; Wenk Associates; Denver, CO

SUMMARY: The design for Regent Square Gateway reiterates the Nine Mile Run model of
restorative redevelopment by using economic revitalization of a neglected facility as a stim-
ulus for incremental restoration of the watershed. It uses technical ingenuity and sculptur-
al composition to corral the site’s powerful hydrology into the city’s day-to-day perception,
recreation, and economy. The large upper story of an under-utilized commercial building
is profitably re-used as a retail store. Runoff from the retail parking lot flows onto grass fil-
ter strips, and percolates through banks of aggregate filter material. Concentrated runoff
from Braddock Avenue is diverted into a series of earthen filter banks sculpted in symbol-
ically flowing terraces. Just downslope, where the Nine Mile Run culvert opens to the day-
light and into Frick Park, a series of plazas and steps opens recreational access to low flows
and permits safe views during dynamic storm events. A new greenway parallels the open
stream channel. Filtered “spring” flow trickles into the culvert outfall from the site’s filter
embankments, symbolizing the restoration of natural process through revitalizing retrofit
and redevelopment.

This is the junction between the upper, developed, urban portion of the watershed, and the lower,
open, natural part in Frick Park. This highly visible place is the physical confluence of the water-
shed’s stream flows, municipal jurisdictions, and—potentially—community and watershed con-
sciousness. It deserves to be revitalized as a special kind of public space with vast symbolic and
educational value. This should be the main entrance to a Nine Mile Run Greenway, the symbol-
ic release of the Nine Mile Run water to the light and air of the free-flowing ecosystem, and an
educational and functional resource for the citizens of all the municipalities in the Nine Mile Run
watershed.

The geology underlying the steep side of the Nine Mile Run valley—the alternating layers
of shale, siltstone, sandstone, limestone, and coal of the “Glenshaw Formation”—is typical of large
areas in the Pittsburgh region. The man-made fill under the site’s various roads and highways is
typical of stream valleys in old urban areas.

Local runoff comes through the site from a 64 acre catchment, densely built up with res-
idences. Impervious rooftops and streets comprise 41% of the total area of the catchment. In the
restoration plan, small ephemeral ponds (500 to 3,000 square feet in area) are located wherever

REGENT SQUARE GATEWAY



Typical shallow infiltration basin proposed for the neighborhood above the Regent Square Gateway site.
Drawing by charrette team.

Plan for the rehabilitation and redevelopment of Regent Square Gateway. Drawing by charrette team.

there is adequate open space, sufficient drainage area, and appropriate soil for infiltration. They
filter the runoff that occurs during small storms and the first flush of large storms. Stormwater
detention during large storms is not their purpose; high peak flows are allowed to pass through
without additional ponding, so they will not combine with relatively long, slow peak flows on the
main stream. In contrast with existing storm sewers, which convey all runoff immediately to the
stream during all storms, these ponds will treat runoff during every storm, replenish ground water
to support stream base flows, and allow only the excess water from occasional large storms to
enter the stream directly.

During intense storms, a large part of the local runoff currently bypasses inlets due to the
steep slope of Braddock Avenue, and will continue to do so during occasional large storms even
after construction of small infiltration basins in the neighborhood upstream. The excess water
drains across the surface of the site; its flow may have reached 60 cubic feet per second (450 gal-
lons per second) during some very large storms. Where this runoff reaches the bottom of the site,
it has eroded the edges of the Nine Mile Run channel.

At the downhill end of the site, the discharge from the main urban portion of the Nine Mile
Run watershed appears out of its culvert. Other, smaller culverts converge from all directions.
Everything that goes on in the urban Nine Mile Run watershed, good and bad, is reflected in the
discharge: sewer overflows, high peak flows, urban pollutants, and low base flows, as well as the
potential for restoration.

Combinations of stormwater flows as they now converge through the Regent Square Gateway site.
Drawing by charrette team.

Sequence of features proposed to control water flows at Regent Square Gateway. 1: Overland flows from Braddock
Avenue are directed in terraced underdrained infiltration basins. 1B: During large storms, overflows from terraced
basins discharge into Nine Mile Run. 1C: Additional infiltration is possible at interchange. 2: Surface infiltration areas
and shallow basins collect and treat first-flush runoff from nearby pavements. 3: The outflow structure in the main
stream slows water as it discharges into the main open channel. Drawing by charrette team.

ENTRANCE TO FRICK PARK

PERVIOUS PARKING STALLS

OLD BRADDOCK AVENUE

CANOPY TREES

INFILTRATION EMBANKMENT

NINE MILE RUN
CULVERT OUTFALL

“TUBS” SPILLWAY CHANNEL

PARKWAY EAST ON-RAMP
TERRACED UNDERDRAINED BASINS (“TUBS”)
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RETAIL RE-USE OF THE BUILDING AND ITS PARKING LOT FILTER BANK
The large upper story of the building is suitable for profitable re-use as a single-occupant

retail store. The parking layout on the uphill side of the building accommodates that function.
The proposed driveway layout separates this commercial activity from the greenway corridor cen-
tered below on Old Braddock Avenue.

Runoff from the retail parking lot flows onto grass filter strips to enhance water quality.
Excess runoff passes through inlets and perforated pipes into banks of aggregate filter material. The
material could be slag aggregate recycled from abandoned industrial dumps elsewhere in the water-
shed. The embankments are capped with topsoil for rooting of trees and other vegetation. An under-
drain collects the filtered excess and discharges it like “spring” flow to trickle into the Nine Mile Run
channel.

Embankments to filter parking lot runoff at Regent Square Gateway. 
1: Grass filter strip and inlet. 2: Perforated pipes. 3: Underdrain. Drawing by charrette team.

TERRACED UNDERDRAINED BASINS
Surface runoff entering the site from Braddock Avenue is diverted into the formerly neg-

lected area between Old Braddock Avenue and the parkway ramp. Here a series of terraced basins
reclaim the area to filter the runoff. The filter material could be slag aggregate, overlain with soil
for planting. The check dams that divide the terraces are constructed of clean fill as a founda-
tion for pathways. The sculptural earth forms symbolize the fluvial processes with which they
unite to mitigate the runoff from the urban watershed. Low flow and first-flush runoff infiltrates
into the basins and is filtered. Underdrains collect the filtered water and add it to the “spring”
flow for discharge to the stream channel. Larger flows spill gradually over the surface from one
terrace to the next, discharging through a spillway before high peak flows arrive on the main
stream.

Throughout the site, plantings of trees and shrubs intercept a portion of rainfall. Trees,
shrubs and grasses transpire water through their leaves, consume carbon dioxide, release oxygen,
and moderate urban temperatures.

The sequence of terraces in Regent Square Gateway’s underdrained basins. 1: Underdrain.  2: Constructed permeable soil. 3: Check dam. 4: Turf/planted cover. 
For a bird’s eye view, see the drawing on page 30. Drawing by charrette team.

ENTRANCE TO FRICK PARK AND THE GREENWAY TRAIL
Regent Square Gateway’s eastern entry to Frick Park will accommodate hikers, joggers,

bicyclists and maintenance vehicles. The location already gets informal use. As the Nine Mile Run
watershed approaches its full potential, this point will be the main entrance to a Nine Mile Run
Greenway paralleling the open stream channel.

The lower levels of the old building can be re-used to serve visitors to Frick Park and the
greenway. The city’s parks department could use indoor space for watershed education and
research. Private retailers could offer bicycle rentals and food services. At the trail head, the build-
ing’s facilities could provide trail guide information, trash disposal and public restroom facilities. 

At this point, Old Braddock Avenue’s remnant trolley tracks disappear under a highway
embankment, marking the end of a former era, while Nine Mile Run emerges from its culvert,
marking the beginning of a new. Filtered “spring” flow trickles across the area from the site’s fil-
ter embankments, symbolizing the restoration of the watershed’s soil and streams through revi-
talizing retrofit and redevelopment.

Several details of the design provide safe, convenient public access to the site for pedes-
trians, bicyclists and motorists. A stairway for pedestrians from the Regent Square neighborhood
reaches the greenway trail downstream of the outlet structure. The greenway trail continues
upstream through the site to Braddock Avenue. At Braddock Avenue, the driveway entrance is
configured for safe access, and a traffic light is added to help pedestrians cross the street. The
same trail can be extended farther eastward in an urban form, joining the future regional green-
way and busway at the Edgewood Crossroads.

The east entry to Frick Park, realized more than half a century after its original conception. View looking down into
the park from the end of old Braddock Avenue. The overflow channel from the terraced underdrained basins is shown
on the left. Its spillway into the Nine Mile Run channel is located just beyond the end of the remnant trolley tracks.
Drawing by charrette team.
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“Spring” flow from Regent Square Gateway’s filter banks: (1) emerges from the underdrain and, (2) spills through the
scuppers in the headwall of the Nine Mile Run culvert outfall. Overflow from the terraced underdrained basins (3) flows
in a spillway channel along the side of the outfall structure. The remnant trolley tracks of Old Braddock Avenue termi-
nate just above the headwall. See also the drawing on page 25. Drawing by charrette team.

NINE MILE RUN OUTFALL
Water moves into and through the main Nine Mile Run outfall in patterns that vary with

the weather and with stream flow. The design for this area controls erosion, dissipates flow ener-
gy, opens recreational access to the water during low flow periods, and permits safe views of
energetic high flow during storm events.

In dry weather, low-flow “spring” seepage from the filter embankments and underdrained
terraces will trickle along channels in the culvert headwall and drip into the slowly flowing
stream. Over the years, the base flow from Nine Mile Run and the other smaller stream culverts
that discharge here will increase as upstream aquifers are restored. 

During heavy storm conditions, this site will display the gushing power of the converging
outfalls. From one side a spillway discharges excess flows overpassing the terraced basins into the
channel. In the channel, a series of visually fluid sculptural elements dissipate the energy of high
flows emerging from the culvert. Additional stone and concrete elements are placed along the
channel to further prevent erosion.

The outfall of the main Nine Mile Run culvert into the open channel at Regent Square Gateway. Smaller culverts emerge from the side walls. 
The sulptural structures in the channel celebrate the emergence of the stream and dissipate storm flow energy. Drawing by charrette team.
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Existing conditions at the Nine Mile Run culvert outfall. Photograph by Richard Pinkham, RMI.



SECTION III
PATTERNS OF RESTORATIVE REDEVELOPMENT

This section summarizes the patterns of site-specific restorative redevelopment that the
four sample designs illustrate. It steps back from the details of individual sites to generalize about
the physical techniques and design processes that can produce integrated, restorative, sustain-
able approaches to infrastructure, ecosystem, and community objectives.

The designs consistently embody the physical patterns of multi-functionality, full use of the
available space, use of on-site natural processes, and diversion of storm drainage away from san-
itary sewers. The design teams exhibited these patterns in their drawings, and stated them explic-
itly in their spoken presentations and written reports. 

They also exemplify the process-based patterns of community engagement and interdis-
ciplinary cooperation to find out the full range of what is possible. The charrette procedure was
conceived to enable these processes, and the experience during the charrette event confirmed
their contribution.

In future retrofit and redevelopment projects, these patterns should be applied to restore
watershed processes while revitalizing specific urban sites. A project that follows these patterns
can have an important effect on sewer overflows; add incrementally to the watershed’s long-
term, broad-based reduction in impervious surfaces and generation of stormwater; and con-
tribute significantly to the economic and social health of the community.

MAKE COMPONENTS MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
Everything that is done in a retrofit or redevelopment project should produce multiple,

mutually reinforcing benefits. Making things multi-purpose brings them into the places where
people are already taking care of their daily business. When a component is multi-functional, it
attracts advocates promoting each of its several functions; it attracts broad community and polit-
ical support.

For instance, stormwater has traditionally been moved off city roofs and streets through
a single-purpose system of underground pipes. Instead, we can keep it on the surface, recreat-
ing a creek that was lost, or infiltrate it into the soil to recharge the ground water and nourish

vegetation—in either case
providing ecosystem benefits
in terms of habitat for
wildlife, human benefits in
experiencing the beauty and
wonder of natural systems,
and financial benefits in
reduced municipal costs of
maintaining hidden infra-
structure.

Whenever an important
component of a project
appears to be an undesirable
“cost,” seek ways to shape it so
that it acquires additional
desirable benefits. The project
and maintenance budget is
thereby enlarged as the cost
becomes absorbed into the
provision of other necessary
functions. Multiple functions
as various as water quality im-
provement, employment,
housing, separation of storm

drainage from sanitary sewers, parking improvements, noise reduction, pedestrian safety, tem-
perature moderation, and social equity can and should be found in the design of every building,
street, sidewalk, park, water course, drainage system, residential yard, and institutional landscape.

One of the functions that every restorative redevelopment should have is the education of
people about natural processes and on-site connections to the watershed. Stormwater systems
should be a visible and tangible part of the urban framework of the watershed.
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An early, concept-testing drawing generated by the Edgewood Crossroads design team as they defined zones for provi-
sion of safe pedestrian access, stormwater management demonstration, and physical reinforcement of the sense of
community. The team sought to put “every square inch” to multi-functional stormwater and civic use. 
Drawing by charrette team.

USE EVERY SQUARE INCH
Cities are crowded places. The solution to a watershed-wide problem has to be on-site, on

every site, because there is nowhere else to go. Successful restoration and revitalization depends
on utilizing every square inch of a retrofit or redevelopment project for positive, multiple func-
tions. Every component is in the midst of community life, and must have positive community
benefit in addition to technical function.

As our older cities were built, the cumulative impacts of transforming the landscape
mounted, and municipalities had to replace natural systems with cost-intensive infrastructure.
Now, when much of the older infrastructure fails to perform to today’s or even yesterday’s stan-
dards, we have an opportunity to reconsider the form and function of the urban landscape—and
ultimately integrate each site into a seemlessly operating whole.

The retrofit or redevelopment of every site can contribute incrementally to the restoration
of watershed process. For example, retrofitting of a single house with separation of roof drainage
from sanitary sewers contributes only a small amount to the reduction of sewer overflows some-
where downstream—but the impact is both immediate and maintainable over generations. The
solution to a watershed-wide problem requires the contribution of many similar projects
throughout the watershed. The cumulative public benefits are enormous. There must be a con-
stant search for restoration and revitalization opportunities on additional sites. Once started, the
endeavor must be maintained with purpose over many human generations.

USE FREELY AVAILABLE NATURAL PROCESSES
Freely available natural processes are capable of working for the great benefit of water-

shed restoration. Vegetated soil absorbs rain water, and the chemical and microbial processes of
the soil capture and degrade most pollutants that may be present. The infiltrated water recharges
ground water tables and restores flows to streams. These processes reduce peak flows and ero-
sion, eliminate sewer overflows, prevent and mitigate pollution, and sustain watershed ecosys-
tems.

The regenerative capacity of soils and ecosystems is strong everywhere in the Pittsburgh
region. Natural processes are waiting to perform essential services. Taking advantage of them
enacts a new concept of stormwater infrastructure. The idea of “green infrastructure” broadens
the conception of stormwater infrastructure to include the capacities of soil and vegetation to
absorb water and filter pollutants. This is a “smarter, cheaper” approach to infrastructure because
it puts nature to work, and reduces the work humans must do, in contrast to the more active sys-
tems of pipes and facilities for conveyance and mechanically-dependent treatment.

Cisterns proposed for the Sterrett School—shown here under thickly vegetat-
ed planters—collect roof runoff to keep it out of combined sewers, then put
the water to productive use irrigating the school’s lawns, gardens and ball
field. Drawing by charrette team.
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USE DISCONNECTIONS AND RECONNECTIONS
Sewer overflows are usually the biggest pollutant sources in the watersheds where they

exist, such as Nine Mile Run. To the degree that stormwater is diverted out of sewers, downstream
overflows and sewage pollution are eliminated. Separating stormwater drainage from sanity
sewage conveyance is a basic and essential task for restoration of old urban watersheds.

FIND OUT WHAT IS POSSIBLE
Diverse, flexible, economical techniques for treating and storing stormwater within urban

retrofit and redevelopment projects have been proven in applications throughout the United
States. Developers, public officials, and citizens in the Pittsburgh region need to be aware of the
alternatives that are available.

The Nine Mile Run
charrette brought together
experts in restorative design
and policy from various parts
of the country with
Pittsburgh natives profoundly
experienced in unique local
conditions. Their work served
as modeling experiments that
tested the question, are these
kinds of ideas feasible in the
specific conditions of the
Pittsburgh region? The results
demonstrate that numerous
techniques, old and new, can
be applied in the Pittsburgh region, and specifically in the old urban neighborhoods, in ways that
are economical, effective, and supportive of economic vitality and quality of life. Infiltration or
detention of the two-year storm is possible within budgets no bigger than the already-accept-
ed cost of “doing business” in the region, when the design process is informed of the full range
of what is possible. These techniques also contribute to progress on other local agendas, includ-
ing ecosystem restoration and community social and economic development.

ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY
Most leaders and professionals recognize that decisions having profound impacts on peo-

ple and places—infrastructure choices, facility sitings, provision of public amenities, policy devel-
opment, and more—should be made with the full substantive participation of those who will bear
the fruits (or potentially the costs) of those decisions. Moreover, each city and its respective com-
munities has a unique social and political history, style of governance, method of public discourse
and capacity for action. We must carefully define local application of potential solutions and seek
locally integrated forms of innovation. In that process we build cohesive cultural forces invest-
ed in long term success.

The Nine Mile Run charrette was preceded by and integrated with a multi-year, continu-
ing effort by the STUDIO for Creative Inquiry of Carnegie Mellon University, in cooperation with
several local agencies, to engage residents and leaders in the Nine Mile Run watershed in a com-
munity dialogue on the future of a major redevelopment project, a proposed greenway, and the
watershed generally. (See the Resources section for related publications.) During the three days
of the charrette, the designers and policy analysts met with citizens twice at the workshop facil-
ity, and some teams met on-site with residents and neighbors of the case study areas. The pro-
fessionals and the community members discussed local problems, desires, visions, and concerns
regarding potential approaches.

Collaborative, community-based efforts are key to developing sustainable approaches to
issues as broad as sewer overflows, ecosystem restoration, and community development. If func-
tions and benefits in these areas are to be coordinated and maximized, everyone must be involved
in the search for solutions. The opportunity awaits for Pittsburgh’s urban watersheds to live
again—but only as long as leaders, citizens, and professionals cooperate to imagine and imple-
ment integrative solutions.

Urban runoff filtered by falling through an embankment of recycled industrial slag emerges as “spring” flow to enter
Nine Mile Run at the Regent Square Gateway site. (Shown here with the remnant trolley tracks of Old Braddock Avenue
in the foreground.)  Drawing by charrette team.

In particular, the drainage from impervious surfaces should be disconnected from sewers
at every opportunity, no matter how small. In urban areas the drainage from impervious surfaces
is the great bulk of runoff, and it carries significant amounts of urban pollutants. To disconnect
rooftop drainage, each downspout can be detached from sewers and routed to dry wells, water
gardens, and cisterns. To disconnect pavement runoff, the drainage from driveways and walk-
ways can be pitched away from street gutters, and onto vegetated soil; large parking areas can
be broken up with “infiltration islands” or served by underground storage/recharge beds; street
drainage inlets can be detached from combined sewers, and their stormwater diverted into veg-
etated swales.

Drainage that is “disconnected” from sewers in these ways is “reconnected” with its nat-
ural path in contact with soil and vegetation. The reconnection with natural processes reduces
the volume of surface runoff, filters the pollutants, replenishes the ground water, and maintains
stream base flows. The volume of stormwater, which once seemed a hazard and a nuisance, is
turned into a resource and a productive public benefit.

COOPERATE AMONG DISCIPLINES
In the process of conceiving and implementing retrofit and redevelopment projects, mem-

bers of different professions have insight into different problems and opportunities of watersheds
and communities, and different types of skills for analyzing and developing them. All of them
need to be members of the project team.

The choice of individual participants may be important to a project’s success. Individuals
must be open to the unanticipated insights of members of other disciplines, and willing to work
with them in design.

During the Nine Mile Run charrette, some distinguished, experienced professionals com-
mented that this was the first time they had worked on truly interdisciplinary teams. They said
they had discovered how much the insights of other disciplines could count. They learned that his-
tory, society, economy, quality of life, art, engineering, and ecology do in fact interact in retrofit
and redevelopment projects, because all these processes share the same urban environment. Taking
them all into account, as an interdisciplinary team, produces a sound multi-functional result.

Permeable open-celled “grass pavers” and low impervious coverage for a
driveway in the Sterrett School area; examples like this prove that there are
more options in restorative design and construction than are being fully uti-
lized today in the Pittsburgh area. Photograph by Bruce Ferguson.
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The patterns of restorative redevelopment exemplified in the four sample designs will solve
Nine Mile Run’s watershed-wide problems only if they are followed in many places across the
watershed for many years into the future. This section presents a program for making these
things happen, developed by the charrette’s policy team.

The relevance—even urgency—of these recommendations is reinforced by recent regulatory
actions. For instance in November of 1998 the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection ordered the four Nine Mile Run communities to develop corrective action plans to
address inflows  to sanitary sewer lines and reduce the resulting sewer overflows.

In Pittsburgh, as in many other cities, policies and institutions that monitor and guide
infrastructure, environmental quality, and community vitality have developed over time piece-
meal, in response to specific local needs and momentary crises. Their accumulation over the years
has left a mishmash of laws, codes, regulations, departments, and districts that do not work well
together. Many agencies are reactive rather than proactive in approach, and their actions often
ignore important problems and solutions that are outside the scope of their responsibilities.

Today the Pittsburgh region is facing a sewer overflow “crisis” caused by historical ways
of doing business. We now know how to do better. The fixing of problems that once seemed nar-
row, technical, and frustratingly costly can in fact be a low-cost investment in long-term, mul-
tiple, mutually reinforcing benefits. 

SECTION IV
HOW TO MAKE THESE THINGS HAPPEN

A COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT: “Girty’s Run is building an expensive retention basin at a cost
of $14,000,000, probably $1,000 - $2,000 per household; that’s a lot of money. And what
are they getting for it. Basically a concrete box underground. It’s not actually multi-func-
tional or aesthetic.”

ANOTHER PARTICIPANT: “That is an example of what you want to avoid here. What you have
in Girty’s Run is five communities, four of them are a part of the sanitary authority. But the
authority’s charter was so limited, that the communities have not even done the basics of
aggressively dealing with the private part of the problem, the roof drains, the driveway drains,
the house laterals. … They are spending money on tankage while that same amount of money
spent in the private sector would have brought a lot more water out of the system.”

—EXCHANGE IN THE POLICY TEAM’S MEETING WITH THE PUBLIC

The vision of the Nine Mile Run model is to resolve today’s problems in ways that make the
city and its watershed live again. The result of innovative policies like the ones described here is
cost-effective infrastructure and the creation of natural amenities that are at the doorstep of all
citizens. These amenities are treasures to the area because they function to sustain the watershed
and allow the community to reap the health and economic benefits now, and long into the
future.

The ultimate goal is to restore human conditions and the natural ecosystem in the Nine
Mile Run watershed to health and vitality. Meeting this vision requires both ambitious long term
objectives and realistic, affordable short term initiatives. It also requires an integrated program
of information generation, discussion, and planning on the part of citizens, elected representa-
tives, and public agency staff. Policies that are intended to follow this type of model must be
comprehensive and mutually reinforcing.

The charrette identified the following four policy action areas:

1. Establish a coordinating body with the authority, long-term purview, and finan-
cial security to plan, maintain, and manage the watershed’s interrelated infra-
structure, natural processes, and urban land uses.

2. Manage the watershed’s sewer and stormwater infrastructure to improve effi-
ciency, reduce costs, and utilize and reinforce beneficial natural processes.

3. Restore the watershed to a more natural hydrology and healthy riparian and
aquatic ecosystems.

4. Enable, support, and require economic revitalization that reinforces infrastructure
management and watershed restoration.

The following pages outline each of these action areas. The report’s technical appendix pro-
vides additional detail. (To obtain the appendix, see page 32.)

ESTABLISH A COORDINATING BODY
A permanent coordinating body is required to carry out the programs and projects in an

integrated and mutually supportive way. Sewer lines, stormwater pipes, stream channels, and
ground water flows do not begin and end at the affected municipal boundaries. The policy team
agreed that some type of “watershed management entity”—an authority, utility, district, or other
body organized along watershed lines—is necessary to effectively plan for and manage remedi-
ation of the sewer overflow problem, improve the health of the ecosystem, and encourage inte-
gration of infrastructure solutions with community revitalization. 

At least approximate precedents for such an organization have been successful elsewhere
in the country. For example, the Denver (Colorado) Urban Drainage and Flood Control District, the
City of Portland (Oregon) Bureau of Environmental Services, and the City of Bellevue (Washington)
Stormwater Utility successfully manage stormwater drainage and other types of infrastructure, and
also participate in functions such as water quality monitoring, open space preservation and de-
velopment, fish habitat restoration, guidance of development, and public education.

CHARRETTE POLICY TEAM:
JOHN CHILDS; Director; Pennsylvania Environmental Defense Foundation; Palmyra, PA
STACIA CHRISTMAN; Attorney; Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir; Pittsburgh, PA
TIMOTHY COLLINS; Artist; STUDIO for Creative Inquiry; Pittsburgh, PA
PATRICK CONDON; Landscape Architect; Moriarty/Condon Ltd.; Vancouver, British Columbia
MIKE FOREMAN; Policy Specialist; Governor’s Center for Local Government Services; Pittsburgh, PA
DAVID FRENCH; Planner; L. Robert Kimball & Associates; Coraopolis, PA
KEVIN GARBER; Attorney; Babst, Calland, Clements and Zomnir; Pittsburgh, PA
CAREN GLOTFELTY; Policy Analyst; Pennsylvania State University; University Park, PA
PETRA KUEHL; Landscape Architect; Toronto, Ontario
PAUL LEONARD; Aquatic Ecologist; EDAW, Inc., Atlanta, GA
TONY MOTTLE; Planner; Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development;
Pittsburgh, PA
JAN OLIVER; ENGINEER; Allegheny County Sanitary Authority; Pittsburgh, PA
RICHARD PINKHAM; Policy Analyst; Rocky Mountain Institute; Snowmass, CO
ED RITZER; Engineer; Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection; McMurray, PA
JOHN SCHOMBERT; Manager; Three Rivers Wet Weather Demonstration Project; Pittsburgh, PA
DAN SENTZ; Planner; Pittsburgh City Planning Department; Pittsburgh, PA
JENNIFER SMITH; Engineer; Post, Buckley, Schu and Jernigan; Bowie, MA
JOHN STEPHEN; Attorney; STUDIO for Creative Inquiry; Pittsburgh, PA

A watershed-wide organization is needed to coordinate across municipal boundaries. Drawing by charrette team.
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An organizational plan for a Nine Mile Run watershed coordinating organization. The legal form could be an authority,
utility, district, or other structure. Drawing by charrette team.

A simple “disconnect” of residential downspouts away from sewers, and reconnection with natural soil and hydrology.
Drawing by charrette team.

In the past, sewer and stormwater infrastructure have been impacted by unseen failures,
hidden obsolescence, mistaken cross connections, and a variety of debilitating human and nat-
ural events. Independent regulatory agencies have attempted to enforce the management of
infrastructure by reactive testing, and irregular spot checking of receiving waters. When a situ-
ation becomes critical, the prescribed actions often leave unaddressed many problems and solu-
tions that are related but outside the scope of an agency’s responsibilities or current regulations.

In this new model, the watershed management entity would unite the responsibilities of
infrastructure management and ecosystem protection into a single system. The organization
would monitor the ecosystem, providing a consistent cause and effect overview of infrastruc-
ture management and allowing the management team to act on problems before they become
critical system failures. Over time, as this monitoring increases understanding of the function-
ing of the infrastructure and the ecosystem, managers will be able to refine strategies and infra-
structure plans, further reducing long-term costs. By stewarding the ecosystem the watershed
management entity becomes a more effective manager of the infrastructure.

An integrated ecosystem-infrastructure entity would take the analysis and information
that is typically used to reactively regulate and enforce, and move it to where it can be used
directly and proactively. This approach puts the monitoring responsibility where it belongs and
creates a clear trail of accountability when and if the regulators are brought in due to a citizen
complaint.

MANAGE THE INFRASTRUCTURE
The immediate imperative for infrastructure management is to eliminate existing human

health hazards from overflows of sanitary sewage into local waterways. Sanitary sewer overflows
(SSOs) are illegal under the federal Clean Water Act. Combined sewer overflows (CSOs) are in a
legal category that is only slightly less stringent: they must be identified in Clean Water Act dis-
charge permits for future reduction and elimination.

Actions to reduce sewer overflows must be consistent with the way stormwater is man-
aged. A watershed-wide coordinating organization can assure that stormwater management
measures are designed to diminish sewer overflows, reducing or eliminating the need for expen-
sive single-purpose fixes such as regional detention tanks.

Several institutional forms are available. A utility has the ability to provide public services
and to be permanently funded through reasonable user fees. It could be enabled by legislation
to centrally manage and support infrastructure, and to fulfill other related objectives. Other
potential institutional structures are districts and authorities. Each type of organization is appro-
priate for a specific combination of purposes and sources of funding.

A general manager would oversee the organization’s efforts. The organization would be
staffed and funded to effectively fulfill its objectives, and would have the authority to hire con-
tractors.

Through an appropriately organized body, citizens and elected officials would shape water-
shed-scale policies and actions. The organization’s board of directors would approve plans for
infrastructure construction and reconstruction submitted by the municipalities, set base rates for
infrastructure connections, publish codes, and describe the required practices for redevelopment.
It could also design an incentive plan based on infrastructure cost reductions from handling
stormwater on-site. The organization would interact with the public and all levels of government,
opening the lines of communication and providing maximum support to the infrastructure. 

The watershed organization would enact a new concept of stormwater infrastructure. The
idea of “green infrastructure” broadens the conception of stormwater infrastructure from that
of inlets, catch basins, pipes, outfalls, and treatment plants, to include the capacities of soil and
vegetation to absorb water and filter pollutants. Using natural capacities to advantage can cut
peak stormwater flows and reduce sewer overflows more cheaply and reliably than regional
detention tanks and treatment plants. In addition, by recharging water into the ground, green
infrastructure supports summer stream flows and urban vegetation that provide recreational and
aesthetic values to the community, and ecological values to the watershed restoration effort.
Infrastructure of this type serves the long-term economic, social, and environmental necessities
of cities that are beginning new cycles of redevelopment. It focuses limited resources on multi-
ple benefits, and can be designed to be affordable to implement and sustainable over the long
term.

There are several levels of action required to implement green infrastructure:

• At the watershed scale, the watershed management entity would pursue
improved efficiency of infrastructure form, function, and maintenance; and un-
dertake long range planning for ecosystem restoration. A short term objective is
to enable all citizens and elected officials to participate in discussions that shape
watershed-scale goals, policies, and actions. Short term actions would include
abatement of sewer overflows through strategic disconnections of stormwater
sources from sanitary and combined sewer lines. The long-term goal is the green-
ing of the entire system. This requires a program of planned maintenance and re-
placement of infrastructure coupled with targeted environmental investments.
The watershed management entity would also coordinate any large scale reten-
tion and recharge systems involving multiple municipalities or properties.

• At the community scale, the municipalities, with assistance from the watershed
management entity, would lead the implementation of green infrastructure
measures for their streets, parks, and schools. Projects in prominent locations
should be considered public demonstrations of the multiple public and private
values of green infrastructure, and be accompanied by educational programs and
publications for children and adults alike. This effort should include publications
to educate individual property owners. It is important to realize that given the
diversity of buildings, streetscapes, parks and other elements of the watershed,
green infrastructure at the community scale will have to be targeted and applied
as appropriate. Some communities will require outside funds, others may be pre-
pared to self-finance programs.

• At the individual property scale, broad implementation of measures to maximize
infiltration to the soil and minimize wastewater flow is crucial to increasing the
value and functionality of the green infrastructure. Implementation can be lever-
aged with a variety of monetary incentives and infrastructure user fees, adminis-
tered by the watershed management entity, the municipalities, or other agencies.
The “3-R” program proposed for residences in the Edgewood Crossroads area (see
page 15) is an example of a self-financing investment in on-lot retrofits.
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RESTORE THE WATERSHED’S ECOSYSTEMS
Ecosystem restoration addresses both the hydrologic cycle and biological integrity of the

watershed. It means reconnecting urban drainage with the natural processes of the watershed,
while utilizing those natural capacities to control runoff, biodegrade pollutants, and restore
stream flows. It also means restoring selected natural stream, wetland, and forest habitats. These
objectives recognize both the immediate needs related to infrastructure remediation, and the
long-term vision of a sustainable urban landscape—a landscape that may take as many as 100
years to emerge.

To help achieve these ecosystem restoration objectives, the policy team developed an action
plan that is designed to:

• Provide the community, the political leaders, and the watershed management
entity an understanding of the existing hydrologic and biological conditions.
These baseline conditions will serve as a measure of watershed ecological func-
tion and how well the watershed restoration actions are working. 

• Develop inventory, analysis and modeling tools that make it possible to both
understand and manage the watershed now and in the future. This system must
be able to evolve with technology and changing community goals. The communi-
ty should be involved in the environmental inventory and the programs that fol-
low from it.

• Provide an ecological basis to identify critical areas and use this information to
set priorities and develop attainable restoration goals. A well-constructed moni-
toring program is also necessary to provide sound environmental input to the
community planning and redevelopment process.

“The way to make these ideas work is make it economically viable for a user to unplug from
the system. Two thousand dollars to install, diminished utility costs for life, and then they
have money left over for Christmas. The net benefit for the region is that there is incre-
mentally less material to deal with down the pipe. For example: a homeowner needs sewer
service. You call the watershed authority, someone from the utility answers and they say
‘Here is your menu of options: baseline sanitary service, or baseline plus estimated runoff
from your roof and other impervious surfaces’. This is a win-win situation: potentially less
material for the utility to deal with, less transport problems for the regulators to deal with,
and a sense of personal satisfaction, responsibility and cost savings for the homeowner. Use
the economics to drive a system of alternatives which are as relevant at the individual home-
owner level as they are at the municipal or watershed level.” 

—A POLICY TEAM MEMBER DURING ONE OF THE TEAM’S PUBLIC MEETINGS

Specific action areas, many of which would be undertaken or coordinated by the water-
shed management entity, include:

1. RESTORE THE HYDROLOGIC REGIME. Precipitation and stream flow can be moni-
tored with a network of gauges in selected locations; the results can be used to
calibrate a watershed hydrologic model. This model can be used to identify
inflows to and outflows from sewer and stormwater infrastructure, to update
floodplain maps and identify flood protection strategies, to establish attainable
hydrologic criteria for redevelopment of urban properties, and to analyze and
prioritize opportunities for infiltration and detention measures.

A simple retrofit “disconnect” and revegetation at an individual residence alters the contribution of the lot to the
watershed’s hydrology. Drawing by charrette team.

A simple vegetated infiltration basin returns stormwater to its natural path in the soil and ground water. 
Drawing by Choli Lightfoot and Larry Ridenour.

The identification of critical areas for conservation activities, showing a prioritization scheme for acquiring land, ease-
ments, or property management agreements. Drawing by charrette team.

2. IMPROVE THE STREAM CHANNEL AND FLOODPLAIN. Geomorphic analysis and
sediment transport modeling can help identify current and future channel stabil-
ity problems. Major bank erosion problems can then be addressed, and a long-
term channel and floodplain restoration plan developed that anticipates changes
in the flow regime as restorative redevelopment occurs in the watershed. Devel-
opment of a stream buffer policy and implementation of a greenway program
are also key steps.

3. CONSERVE URBAN WATERSHED HABITAT. Redevelopment and community revi-
talization is a continual process of change, which provides the potential for tar-
geting specific place-based changes over time. Taking advantage of this phe-
nomenon requires a prioritization scheme for protection of urban watershed
lands. A critical areas analysis would follow an inventory of the natural resources
of the watershed, and lead to development of short and long term land manage-
ment strategies and land acquisition and easement programs.

4. MONITOR WATER QUALITY AND BIOLOGY. Water quality can be monitored using
chemical and biological indices; the results can be used to calibrate a model of
watershed water quality. The model can be used to predict the efficacy of load
reduction strategies. This will help ensure water quality goals are attainable, and
can aide development of pollution prevention programs.
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5. INTEGRATE AND ACQUIRE FEEDBACK. All monitoring results should be shared
among community residents, municipal leaders, and the watershed management
entity. As comments and concerns from this communication loop emerge, the
monitoring objectives, environmental priorities, and attainable conditions can be
modified to measure and ensure the success of watershed restoration programs
vis-a-vis human health and the environment. The public can be further involved
in stream monitoring and cleanups, storm drain stenciling, planting for habitat
restoration, and other actions. Experiences in the field educate the public and
foster consensus and stewardship.

The charrette’s policy team gave considerable attention to ways community development
policies and institutions can support restorative redevelopment. The team offered the following
general principles:

• Recognize the watershed impacts of redevelopment activities. How will runoff,
infiltration, and base flow be affected? Does a project or program contribute to
restoration of natural watershed processes?

• Follow the patterns of restorative redevelopment identified earlier in this report.
Make project components multi-functional, use every square inch, and pursue the
other patterns to integrate and maximize stormwater, social, and economic bene-
fits.

• Coordinate the planning of development that has multi-municipal impacts on
stormwater and sewage infrastructure, roads and traffic, other infrastructure,
zoning, land use, public participation and outreach to citizens. The watershed
management entity could conduct or coordinate such reviews, particularly to
examine impacts on stormwater and sewage infrastructure, streams, and riparian
areas.

• Assure development occurs as planned and agreed upon to enhance and fit with
desirable existing watershed conditions and other, pending development provid-
ing watershed benefits. Achieving watershed objectives requires consistency in
implementation and follow-through.

• Accommodate unplanned-for private initiatives and new opportunities that serve
watershed objectives. Community development institutions must have the flexi-
bility to accommodate unanticipated opportunities to further restorative redevel-
opment.

Specific action areas include:

1. RECONCILE ZONING AND LAND USE ORDINANCES of the watershed municipalities
for compatibility with watershed objectives and goals. These ordinances may now
allow or require juxtaposition across municipal boundaries of conflicting land
uses, or may contradict integrative approaches to watershed restoration.

2. REVIEW OTHER LOCAL CODES (e.g. building, plumbing, drainage, street design,
property maintenance, etc.) and procedures for consistency with watershed
objectives and green infrastructure measures. Code requirements that preclude
the techniques illustrated in this report (e.g. prohibitions against shallow tempo-
rary ponding of water on landscapes) should be eliminated or modified.

3. IDENTIFY EXISTING DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS (legal, physical, financial) caused
by inadequate infrastructure. Understanding the many costs of failing infrastruc-
ture will motivate action to correct the problems.

4. DEVELOP A COORDINATING MECHANISM for municipal redevelopment plans, to
assure projects do not contradict each other and overall ecosystem/development
objectives. For instance, the watershed management entity could review munici-
pal redevelopment plans and approvals to assure one project does not contradict
others in meeting watershed-wide restoration and redevelopment goals.

5. ENHANCE THE EXISTING ACT 167 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN to reflect
watershed needs, enable green infrastructure, and facilitate community, social,
and economic benefits. The plan largely addresses new development. Changes to
encourage retrofits and watershed-friendly redevelopment should be examined.

6. EDUCATE CITIZENS, OFFICIALS, AND DEVELOPERS that good development and a
healthy environment are compatible and reinforcing. The more the linkages are
understood, the greater the chances of realizing them. A well-conceived, proac-
tive, and sustained educational campaign is essential to achieving restorative re-
development.

Stream buffers like this one can relieve flooding, improve water quality in the channel and the water approaching the
channel from the side, maintain riparian habitat and provide amenities that boost community development. 
Drawing by charrette team.

REVITALIZE THE COMMUNITIES
There are many linkages between sewage and stormwater infrastructure and the social and

economic conditions of watershed communities. Infrastructure approaches requiring huge
expenditures on single-purpose systems can be a substantial economic drain on communities. On
the other hand, investments in green infrastructure measures produce improved landscapes,
beautified streets, recreational amenities, wildlife habitat, and other results that generate eco-
nomic value for communities. 

As the sewer and stormwater infrastructure is renewed in coming years, costs can be
reduced and local social and economic conditions improved by implementing the stormwater
management techniques illustrated in this report. At the same time, public and private develop-
ment organizations can assist rehabilitation of infrastructure and restoration of watershed
processes. It’s a two-way street. Whether we approach restorative redevelopment from an infra-
structure focus, or from a community development perspective, the objective is the same: im-
proving the value and livability of the city while simultaneously restoring natural processes and
functions.

In the Nine Mile Run watershed, natural streams and artificial storm drainage connect to make a single system. 
Drawing by charrette team.
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SECTION V
THE OUTCOME THAT COULD BE CREATED

In the suburban development of recent decades, Americans have been paving or repaving
almost a quarter of a million acres every year of once-pristine lands. Today, we turn away from
that type of progress. We look with affection at the old cities, where streets are at human scale,
neighbors see each other face to face, transportation is not a daily burden, and a public street is
a good place to walk along. The city deserves our attention and our care because it is our home.

The people who built old urban areas like those in the Nine Mile Run watershed did the best
they could with the resources they had. But times have changed, and the knowledge of impacts
and feedbacks that our forebears could not possibly have foreseen has slowly accumulated. At
the same time, many aspects of the urban places our forebears built are useful, beautiful, and en-
during.

Today, old systems of sewerage, drainage, transportation, and pavements are being re-eval-
uated, while cities and the people who live in them are more important than ever.

It is a time of renewed possibilities. Nine Mile Run, chosen for a city park in the past centu-
ry for its natural beauty, has become famous for its sewer overflows and eroded stream channel.

Now it is famous for another reason: it is a place with a hopeful future. Some day, Nine Mile Run
shall flow calm and clear. And the watershed’s people will live, work, and play in vibrant neigh-
borhoods that support a robust ecosystem.

There is a terrific regenerative power in this place. Pittsburgh’s gray skies bring moisture
here, year-round. This green place is trying to regrow; it knows how to make itself healthy. If we
would let nature work on our side, and let natural processes of the soil and vegetation work for
us, then we will arrive at a city as healthy as were the hills before they were developed.

To heal and care for the places where we live requires knowledge, sensitivity, and sympa-
thy with the lives of the people who share this city with us. It requires collaboration. It requires
creativity, ingenuity, and aggressive leadership. Every square inch is a part of the problem and of
the solution. And everything that happens on each site in the watershed is part of the problem
and of the solution.

The sustainable rehabilitation of old urban watersheds is a new and challenging endeav-
or. It is one in which Pittsburgh deserves to be a leader, as it has been a leader in the past in build-
ing things that last. The people of Pittsburgh are proud to be part of this place and of what it is
able to accomplish and what it is able to build. They are hopeful, hard working, and generous. In
this time of hope, they are capable of building new purpose and new life.

The restorative and symbolic land forms proposed for the Regent Square Gateway site. Drawing by charrette team.
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Green Building Alliance
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Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
Pittsburgh Region
400 Waterfront Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
412-442-4000

Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development
Pittsburgh Region
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Pittsburgh, PA 15222
412-565-5002

Three Rivers Wet Weather Demonstration Program
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1060 Chaplone Street
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Wheeling, WV 26003
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT:

Rocky Mountain Institute, 1739 Snowmass Creek Road, Snowmass CO 81654, 
970-927-3851, FAX 970-927-4510.

Rocky Mountain Institute is an independent, nonprofit research and educational organization
established to foster the efficient and sustainable use of resources as a path to global security.
RMI believes that understanding interconnections between resource issues can solve many prob-
lems at once. The institute focuses its work in several main areas: corporate practices, commu-
nity economic development, energy, real estate development, security, transportation, and water.
RMI’s water program develops and disseminates information on water-efficient technologies,
integrated resources planning, and stormwater management through research, public outreach,
and consulting. Through its Green Development Services group, RMI assists real estate profes-
sionals in integrating energy-efficient and environmentally responsive design into projects in the
private and public sectors.

STUDIO for Creative Inquiry, Room 111, College of Fine Arts, Carnegie Mellon Universi-
ty, Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890, 412-268-3673, FAX 412-268-2829.

The STUDIO for Creative Inquiry is an interdisciplinary center in the College of Fine Arts at
Carnegie Mellon University. Founded in 1989, this center serves as a focus for experimental activ-
ities in the arts at Carnegie Mellon. The Mission of the STUDIO is to facilitate work in two major
areas: artistic creation and the development of educational tools. Within those two categories all
work at the STUDIO strives to: 

• Bond creative activity with intellectual inquiry,
• Reflect and engage the comprehensive contemporary environment,
• Become manifest through public gestures, and 
• Communicate and collaborate with creative inquiry worldwide.
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Bruce Ferguson, School of Environmental Design, University of Georgia, 609 Caldwell
Hall, Athens, GA 30602-1845, 706-542-4704, Fax 706-542-4236.

Bruce Ferguson is a Professor of Landscape Architecture and Director of the MLA program at the
University of Georgia School of Environmental Design. He is the author of Stormwater
Infiltration, the standard professional reference in its field, Introduction to Stormwater, and 130
scientific and professional papers on environmental management of urban watersheds. He has
participated in the setting of urban design guidelines to protect runoff quality through the In-
ternational Life Science Institute’s stream restoration program in Atlanta, the Second Nature
charrette in Los Angeles, the Start at the Source manual for the San Francisco Bay area, and addi-
tional projects in Florida, Georgia and New York. He is a Pittsburgh native who received an MLA
degree at the University of Pennsylvania and practiced in the Pittburgh region for several years
before commencing his academic career.

A technical appendix is available. The appendix and other information for this proj-
ect can be viewed and downloaded from the STUDIO for Creative Inquiry’s web site
(http://slaggarden.cfa.cmu.edu/publications).

About the cover: Nature replicates its forms and processes widely. The background of the
cover looks much like ripples on a puddle, but is in fact a photograph of a branch scar on a
tree trunk, turned blue by a computer for effect. Inset Photo: Overflowing manhole structure
along Nine Mile Run in Frick Park. Photograph by Mike Lichte, Allegheny County Health
Department.
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